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Summary 17 

The Proterozoic Earth system is popularly viewed as having comprised prolonged periods of 18 

invariant conditions separating intervals of extreme change. Against this backdrop the earliest 19 

evidence of eukaryotic organisms is found, although whether there is a case for an 20 

environmental impetus for their emergence remains subject to debate. Here I summarise the 21 

various issues surrounding the eukaryotic fossil record during the early/mid Proterozoic, and 22 

discuss hypotheses for the cause of eukaryogenesis, which I attempt to place broadly in the 23 

context of the Proterozoic Earth system.  24 

In terms of fossils, either eukaryotes were present in Proterozoic oceans, (conceivably as 25 

early as 2.1Ga, but at the latest by 1.4Ga), or the macroscopic fossils that are found from this 26 

period are prokaryotic colonies that converged on form very close to modern eukaryotes 27 

before going extinct (the first possibility is widely accepted). Nevertheless, it is worth 28 

remembering that the earliest fossils with unequivocal endo-membranes and nuclei do not 29 

appear until ~0.76Ga.  30 

In terms of hypotheses, endosymbiosis unequivocally explains the origin of mitochondria and 31 

chloroplasts, but requires a transition between ecological symbiosis and true endosymbiosis 32 

with permanent genome fusion. The driving forces for this kind of transition arguably remain 33 

tricky to explain mechanistically, but self-evidently must have happened. 34 

The traditional idea of an ancient, anaerobic, amitochondriate eukaryote emphasizes the 35 

importance of cell wall loss and phagocytosis, but the energetic cost of a developing 36 

cytoskeleton might not have been sustainable before the acquisition of mitochondria. Thus, 37 

how the first endosymbiont was acquired if the host cell was incapable of phagocytosis (i.e. 38 

was more similar to extant archaea than to a protist) is an important and incompletely 39 

resolved question. All extant eukaryotes either have mitochondria-related organelles, or are 40 
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descended from organisms that did. This suggests that (1) acquisition of this endosymbiont is 41 

the critical homology from which other eukaryotic traits stem, and (2) that either the 42 

archetypal large-celled phagocytotic, amitochondriate eukaryote never existed, or a 43 

bottleneck happened that drove extinct all lineages than failed to acquire mitochondria. 44 

Recent work emphasizes the problems with attaining eukaryotic cell size when the external 45 

cellular membrane must sustain a proton gradient for ATP generation, and notes how, 46 

importantly, eukaryotes have considerably more free energy available per gene than 47 

prokaryotes. Genomic asymmetry between the host nucleus and the streamlined genomes in 48 

multiple mitochondria allows a precise, dynamically sustained co-location of key respiratory 49 

genes and gene products. This in turn allows a flexible response to changing cell energy 50 

needs, whilst minimising (potentially extreme) free radical damage. It seems that this “co-51 

location for redox regulation” becomes more difficult in bacteria with increasing cell size, 52 

because key respiratory components are transcribed away from their site of activity. It is a 53 

strong possibility that the “multi-bacterial power” of numerous mitochondria is a prerequisite 54 

for manageably sustaining large cell size, an energetically demanding cytoskeleton, and other 55 

indispensable features of eukaryotic complexity.   56 

There is a central tension between the need for a model to mechanistically explain how 57 

eukaryotes originated, whilst being consistent with the fact that extant eukaryotes are 58 

monophyletic, i.e. that the event only happened once. If eukaryotic origins were contingent 59 

on an exceptional selection pressure or environmental bottleneck, this would explain the 60 

singular nature of the event – and obviously invoke a direct role for the Proterozoic climate 61 

system. However the singularity of the event could also be explained by the changes in 62 

cellular organisation being intrinsically difficult, aside from any role for the environment. 63 

Previously discussed environmental influences include sudden oxygenation (selecting for 64 

possession of mitochondria and/or peroxisomes), and the cessation of inhospitable euxinic 65 
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conditions (lifting a constraint on the spread of eukaryotes and explaining their ability to 66 

detoxify sulphide). These arguments discuss an environment being conducive (or not) to the 67 

spread of a particular physiology – but focus less directly on the fundamental change in 68 

cellular organisation that distinguishes eukaryotes from prokaryotes. The essence of the 69 

problem of eukaryogenesis is explaining why a transient, ecological symbiosis did not break 70 

down during the transition to obligate endosymbiosis with genome fusion. This amounts to 71 

aligning the fitness interests of the host and symbiont. 72 

In conclusion, and following on from previous arguments, I tentatively speculate that the 73 

Paleoproterozoic glaciations may have promoted the acquisition of the mitochondrial 74 

symbiont by the last eukaryotic common ancestor. Subdivision into habitable refugia during 75 

the glacial period would have forced separate species into close proximity for an 76 

exceptionally long period of evolutionary time. I suggest that this time factor may have been 77 

necessary to make the jump between a transient ecological interaction to an obligate one 78 

involving permanent gene transfer and metabolic changes. Isolation of marginally habitable 79 

refugia may also have reduced the fitness payoff for independent reproduction (e.g bacterial 80 

symbiont-parasites that induced fusion with a neighbouring host cell, killing their initial 81 

host). I suggest the broader generalisation that in a global scale glaciation, survival becomes a 82 

larger component of fitness than fecundity, removing the fitness payoff to genotypes in 83 

symbiotic-parastic interactions involving destructive uncontrolled replication and breakdown 84 

of the symbiosis. A glacial trigger is consistent with macroscopic, colonial, putative 85 

eukaryotic organisms from 2.1Ga, and if correct implies that fossils with unequivocal proto-86 

mitochondria (and perhaps nuclei), after, but not before, the Paleoproterozoic glaciations, 87 

should eventually be found.   88 
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Introduction 89 

Two fundamentally different kinds of cell are identifiable in nature. Those that possess a 90 

membrane-bound nucleus are termed eukaryotic ('eu' from the greek for “good” or “true”, 91 

and ‘karyon' meaning “nut” or “kernel”), whereas cells without a nucleus are termed 92 

prokaryotic ('pro' meaning “before”). Modern phylogenomics backs up the implication in this 93 

naming system, showing that eukaryotes are probably descended from prokaryotes, rather 94 

than the other way around. Prokaryotes comprise the eubacteria and archaea, and are, crudely 95 

speaking, smaller simpler cells with less internal compartmentalisation but more metabolic 96 

versatility. The eukaryotes comprise protists, fungi, plantae and animalia (e.g. Walker et el, 97 

2011), and in addition to the nucleus, possess various membrane-bound intracellular 98 

structures, aswell as a cytoskeleton controlling cell organization and shape (Figure 1, Table 99 

1).  100 

Though less metabolically diverse than bacteria, eukaryotes are larger and more 101 

morphologically complex, exhibiting more extensive intracellular compartmentalisation and 102 

macroscopic terminal differentiation. A simple form of multicellularity involving cellular 103 

adhesion and a degree of cellular differentiation is found in prokaryotes, but a more complex 104 

form of multicellularity, macroscopic terminal differentiation into a wider range of cell types 105 

and an obligate germline-soma segregation is confined to eukaryotes (e.g. Knoll, 2011). 106 

Eukaryotes appear to be the only class of organisms able to achieve large cell size without 107 

experiencing a reduction in the available free energy per gene, something critical to their 108 

ecological success (Lane, 2011, Lane & Martin, 2010) and ultimately attributable to their 109 

endosymbiotic origins (Mereschkowsky, 1910, Kozo-Polyanski, 1921, Margulis, 1981, 110 

Martin & Muller, 1998). The scale of the problem of eukaryogenesis can be illustrated by 111 

noting that if life originated on Earth, the time taken for the transition from non-life to life is 112 
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approximately four times shorter than the time taken for the transition from prokaryotes to 113 

eukaryotes (Maynard-Smith & Szathmary, 1995). Yet this fundamental change in the 114 

direction of the history of life did happen, and current evidence implies it probably happened 115 

during the proterozoic eon.  116 

In order to address the natural question as to whether the climatic conditions of the 117 

proterozoic Earth played a role in the origin of eukaryotes, it is necessary to examine the 118 

scale of the change between prokaryotes and eukaryotes by delving into the details of cell 119 

structure (readers unfamiliar with cell biology are referred to the glossary at the end of the 120 

text). 121 

 122 

 123 

 124 

 125 

 126 

 127 

 128 
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Cells: What is a eukaryote? 129 

The cytological features that distinguish eukaryotes from their prokaryotic ancestors are 130 

summarized in figure 1 and table 1. In prokaryotes the plasma membrane is encased within a 131 

rigid cell wall (peptidoglycan in eubacteria, normally a more varied “pseudo-peptidoglycan” 132 

covered in a protein layer in archaea). The cell wall provides prokaryotic cells with the 133 

physical/structural support afforded to eukaryotes by the presence of a cytoskeleton, (though 134 

plants and fungi have secondarily evolved a cell wall in addition to a cytoskeleton). 135 

Prokaryotic cells are smaller, an average bacterium being ~5μM with the smallest 136 

prokaryotes such as mycoplasma being around one tenth of that size, whereas eukaryotic cells 137 

are typically between 10-100μM (e.g. Alberts et al, 2008). Positioning and control of the 138 

genetic material differs qualitatively between prokaryotes and eukaryotes. In a typical 139 

prokaryotic cell the DNA is arranged in a single circular 'nucleoid', an irregularly shaped 140 

region that somewhat resembles the eukaryotic nucleus, but lacks any of the histone protein 141 

with which eukaryotic DNA is associated, and lacks a surrounding membrane (except in 142 

planktomycetes). Prokaryotic cells also contain DNA plasmids (usually constituting 143 

functionally linked sets of genes), frequently obtained via lateral gene transfer.  144 

The relay of information between nucleic acid and protein is more spatially 145 

compartmentalised in eukaryotes than in prokaryotes. In bacteria RNA polymerase moves 146 

along the DNA, producing a messenger RNA sequence that is instantly ready to be translated, 147 

with translation often beginning before transcription is complete. By contrast, in eukaryotic 148 

cells mRNA transcripts undergo a hierarchical process of splicing (removal of non-coding 149 

introns), association with proteins mediating uncoiling and export, and the addition of poly-150 

adenine tagging sequence before export from the nucleus for protein synthesis. This process 151 

is mediated by 'guide' RNA sequences from the nucleolus, and incorrectly processed RNAs 152 
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are degraded in an intra-nucleus body known as the exosome. The existence of this spatial 153 

compartmentalization, associated with the separation of transcription and translation in 154 

eukaryotes, permits a sophistication in the control and specificity of protein activity in time 155 

and space that far exceeds that of prokaryotes. 156 

Eukaryotes have an organised endomembrane system including the rough endoplasmic 157 

reticulum, at which protein synthesis occurs in association with ribosomes, and the smooth 158 

endoplasmic reticulum, from which vesicles bud off to facilitate the delivery of protein to 159 

appropriate regions of the cell. The eukaryotic endomembrane system also comprises the 160 

golgi apparatus, involved in the formation and directed secretion of vesicles containing 161 

polysacharrides and glycoproteins. As with that between transcription and translation, the 162 

spatial separation of protein synthesis and protein secretion/activity, facilitated by an 163 

endomembrane and vesicle system, permits a sophisticated control of protein activity that 164 

does not have a direct prokaryotic analog. 165 

 This kind of dynamic control in time and space of the positioning of the contents of 166 

eukaryotic cells is mediated by a cytoskeleton, comprising tubulin microtubules and actin 167 

filaments, and maintained dynamically by expenditure of free energy on polymerisation of 168 

the constituents of these filaments. This makes cell shape as a whole highly adaptable – with 169 

intermediate filaments providing structural strength, microtubules controlling the transport of 170 

vesicles and intracellular components, and (in animal cells) actin filaments controlling the 171 

shape and elasticity of the cell surface. Some bacteria do possess analogs of tubulin and actin 172 

(e.g. Shi & Rothfield, 2006), and are capable of exerting regulatory control of cell contents, 173 

but the degree of internal compartmentalisation is, again, far less than that observed in 174 

eukaryotes.  175 
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A fundamentally important property of eukaryotic cells is their possession of mitochondria – 176 

membrane-bound organelles with their own DNA, which sustain a proton gradient in order to 177 

generate ATP by oxidative phosphorylation. Those eukaryotes that lack mitochondria contain 178 

mitochondria-derived organelles - such as hydrogenosomes (that generate molecular 179 

hydrogen and ATP by substrate level phosphorylation under anaerobic conditions) and 180 

mitosomes (the function of which is not certain, but may be involved in preparation of Fe-S 181 

metallo-protein biosynthesis (e.g. Goldberg et al, 2008)). Mitochondria use redox changes in 182 

metabolic intermediates, generated by the breakdown of glucose or other reduced organic 183 

compounds, in order to produce a proton gradient that can be used to generate ATP. 184 

ATP (adenosine triphosphate) is a high energy phosphodiester, the breakdown of which is 185 

coupled to energy consuming reactions within the cell, and which can therefore be considered 186 

a metabolic energy “currency”. Cells generate ATP by either substrate level phosphorylation 187 

(addition of phosphate to ADP by direct transfer in association with an energy producing 188 

reaction), or by oxidative phosphorylation (associated with the flow of electrons across 189 

internal membranes in mitochondria). Fermentative substrate level phosphorylation serves as 190 

a source of ATP for eukaryotic cells in the absence of available electron acceptors, but 191 

oxidative phosphorylation yields more ATP overall. During the process of oxidative 192 

phosphorylation, the 3-carbon intermediate pyruvate is produced by oxidation of reduced 193 

organic carbon compounds in the cytosol (glycolysis), and fed in to the Krebs cycle in the 194 

mitochondrial matrix. This results in the (energetically consuming) production of reduced 195 

dinucleotide intermediates NADH and FADH. These intermediates can be oxidised by 196 

respiration (reduction of an externally acquired electron acceptor) or fermentation (reduction 197 

of an internally generated metabolic intermediate). During cellular respiration these 198 

intermediates in turn associate with the electron transport chain on the mitochondrial 199 

membrane, permitting the generation of the proton gradient that allows ATP synthesis. 200 
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Photosynthetic eukaryotes (i.e. plants and algae) possess chloroplasts as well as 201 

mitochondria, in which an electron transport chain is driven by light-dependent oxidation of 202 

water, and a proton gradient is used to generate ATP as in mitochondria. In other words, 203 

mitochondria generate ATP using a proton gradient derived from organic carbon oxidation, 204 

whereas chloroplasts use one derived from light-induced oxidation of water. In both cases the 205 

high ATP yield resulting from the function of these organelles has had striking consequences 206 

for eukaryotic ecology and physiology.     207 

It is worth noting that for most “definitive” eukaryotic traits it is possible to find bacterial 208 

examples, suggesting that prokaryotes initially explored most avenues of eukaryotic form but 209 

stopped short for some reason (Lane, 2010). There are non-eukaryotic examples of straight 210 

chromosomes (Bentley et al, 2002), introns (Simons & Zimmerly, 2008), nucleus-like 211 

structures (Lindsay et al, 2001), internally compartmentalised membrane structures (Pinevich, 212 

1997), a dynamic cytoskeleton (Vats et al, 2009) and even endosymbionts (Wujek, 1979, von 213 

Dohlen et al, 2001). The definitive eukaryotic trait is the nucleus, but eukaryotes are also 214 

meaningfully described by the collective possession of all these other traits in developed 215 

form.  216 

Bacteria can be viewed as an interconnected “pan genome” (Mira et al, 2010) with frequent 217 

'mixotrophic' (e.g. Eiler, 2006) metabolic flexibility and ubiquitous lateral gene transfer. This 218 

contrasts with the more eukaryote-centric biological species concept, built around the 219 

eukaryotic organisms that have traditionally received the most research attention; i.e. 220 

macroscopic, aerobic multicellular organisms. Eukaryotes’ larger cells do add up to 221 

biogeochemical significance; e.g. the contributions to global photosynthetic primary 222 

production from plants and prokaryotes are about equal in terms of biomass (Whitman et al, 223 

1998). However it is also worth remembering that most eukaryotic species are microbial 224 

(Katz, 2012) and many are anaerobic (Muller et al, 2012). Nonetheless it is the propensity for 225 
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eukaryotes to give rise to multicellular form involving not only active cellular adhesion 226 

(which present in bacterial colonies and microbial mats), but also more extensive 227 

differentiation and irreversible modification of gene expression patterns (Knoll, 2011), that is 228 

truly unique – and that originated during the Proterozoic. 229 

 230 

 231 

 232 

 233 

 234 

 235 

 236 

 237 

 238 
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Fossils: When did the first eukaryotes evolve? 239 

The earliest microfossils attributable with (some) confidence to the Eukarya occur at ~1.8Ga 240 

(Knoll et al, 2006), but possible (controversial) eukaryotic biomarkers have been found from 241 

as early as 2.7 Ga (Brocks et al, 1999). Molecular clocks place eukaryogenesis anywhere 242 

between 1.86-0.85 Ga (Berney et al, 2006, Douzery et al, 2004, Parfrey et al, 2011). The 243 

reason so much uncertainty persists about such a fundamental evolutionary transition is that it 244 

is ultimately non-trivial to distinguish between prokaryotic and eukaryotic microfossils.  245 

Biomarkers 246 

A biomarker is an organic molecule, normally a lipid, with a discernible and taxonomically 247 

specific biological origin, that is preserved in sediments and sedimentary rocks - in other 248 

words, a “molecular fossil” (Summons and Lincoln, 2012). The biosynthesis of sterols 249 

(steroid alcohols, ring-shaped organic hydrocarbons with four cyclohexane rings, one of 250 

which bears a hydroxyl residue), is characteristic of eukaryotes (Rohmer et al, 1979) – all of 251 

which require a sterol or sterol surrogate for survival. However, sterols share a biosynthetic 252 

pathway (and presumably an evolutionary history) with bacterial terpenoid biosynthesis 253 

(Ourisen et al, 1979). For instance, the 24 carbon terpenoid squalene, undergoes cyclization 254 

(ring formation) in bacteria by the enzyme squalene-hopene-cyclase, producing the hopanoid 255 

diplotene. In eukaryotes the same precursor is cyclized by the enzyme squalene 256 

monooxygenase, feeding into sterol biosynthesis. This homology between the two 257 

biosynthetic pathways is referred to as the sterol-triterpenoid biosynthetic bifurcation (Nes, 258 

1974). Importantly, the eukaryotic step is oxygen-dependent, the bacterial step is not. This 259 

means that sterol biomarkers, in theory, provide evidence both of the presence of eukaryotes 260 

and of ambient oxygen (Summons & Lincoln, 2012). However, these inferences were 261 

rendered questionable by the discovery in bacteria of enzymes for supposedly diagnostically 262 
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eukaryotic stages in steroid biosynthesis, and for evidence for the lateral gene transfer (in an 263 

uncertain direction) of DNA for these enzymes between the two clades (Bird et al, 1971, 264 

Kohl et al, 1983, Pearson et al, 2003).  265 

Ongoing research into molecular biomarkers is nonetheless producing an increasingly robust 266 

picture, with (for instance) cholestanes (27 carbon steroids) diagnostic for Proterozoic 267 

eukaryotes (Volkman, 2003, Grantham & Wakefield, 1988), probably algae with a minor 268 

contribution from myxobacteria (Bode, 2003). Similarly, addition of an alkyl substituent at 269 

position C24 is probably a uniquely eukaryotic biomarker (Brocks et al, 2003, Volkmann et 270 

al, 2003).  Simultaneous presence of cyanobacteria and eukaryotes was suggested at 2.7-2.5 271 

Ga, on the basis of 2-methylhopane and 24-alkylated sterane biomarkers respectively (Brocks 272 

et al, 1999, Summons et al, 1999). The presence of these biomarkers in 2.7Ga shales from the 273 

Pilbara Craton, Australia, placed the first eukaryotes some 0.5-1.0 Ga before the earliest 274 

fossils, and invoked a delay between the evolutionary origin of oxygenic photosynthesis by 275 

cyanobacteria and the first evidence of an atmospheric oxygen increase from the loss of non-276 

mass-dependent fractionation of sulphur isotopes (Farquhar et al, 2000). However, more 277 

recently this result was attributed to later contamination, on the basis that the shales studied 278 

consisted of two isotopically distinct and thermally mature carbon pools, neither of which 279 

was likely to be the source of the biomarkers (Rasmussen et al 2008).  280 

A division persists between those who propose the early presence of genuine eukaryotic 281 

steranes around the Archaean-Paleoproterozoic boundary (Waldbauer et al, 2009, Summons 282 

& Lincoln, 2012), and those who attribute early molecular biomarkers to contamination, and 283 

argue that the earliest evidence for eukaryotes therefore reverts to the microfossils (Brocks et 284 

al, 2003, Kirschvink & Kopp, 2008). Other work complicates the picture further, calling into 285 

question idea that methylhopanoids are diagnostic for either cyanobacteria or oxygenic 286 

photosynthesis (Welander et al, 2009). Subsequent biomarker work identified diverse and 287 
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abundant steranes trapped in (uncontaminated) Paleoproterozoic fluid inclusion oil older than 288 

2.2Ga (Dutkiewicz et al, 2006, George et al, 2008), supposedly indicative of squalene 289 

epoxidation (a definatively eukaryotic stage in steroid biosynthesis). There are possible 290 

dinoflagellate biomarkers at ~1.5-1.2Ga (Meng et al, 2005), and sterane biomarkers in 291 

~1.7Ga Chinese sections, suggestive of diverse mid-Proterozoic eukaryotic communities 292 

(Peng et al, 1998, Li et al, 2003).  293 

In summary, the consensus picture from molecular biomarkers remains opaque. In some 294 

instances the possibility of later contamination cannot be ruled out (Lyons et al, 2012), and in 295 

others (particularly given the ubiquity of lateral gene transfer) the notion that a single 296 

molecule constitutes a sufficient diagnostic for a taxon (as opposed to a physiology), may not 297 

be reliable at all (Summons & Lincoln, 2012). There are biomarkers with physiological links 298 

to eukaryotes in many Proterozoic rocks, but it is too early to be confident about exactly what 299 

this implies. 300 

Microfossils  301 

An acritarch is an umbrella term for any organic microfossil of uncertain taxonomic origin, 302 

and the Proterozoic acritarch record probably includes the earliest eukaryotes (Schopf, 1992, 303 

Knoll, 1994). Acritarchs are phylogenetically problematic by definition, but can nonetheless 304 

be used to infer changes in evolutionary tempo and biodiversification that may provide clues 305 

as to any impetus for eukaryogenesis (e.g. Knoll, 1994). Some of the earliest (~3Ga) known 306 

organic-walled microfossils (Javaux et al, 2010) are sufficiently large (up to 0.3mm) to be 307 

potentially eukaryotic (Buick, 2010). A spiny acritarch specimen from 2.45Ga (Zang, 2007), 308 

aswell as large sphaeroid microfossils from 1.8Ga (Lamb et al, 2009) also have possible 309 

eukaryotic affinity. In general, the Proterozoic acritarch record exhibits a trajectory of 310 

initially low diversity and taxonomic turnover, before a qualitative increase in evolutionary 311 

tempo around the Meso-Neoproterozoic boundary (Knoll, 1994). Increasing diversification is 312 
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subsequently observed into the later Neoproterozoic, possibly linked to the Cambrian 313 

explosion (Knoll, 1994) or changes in ocean chemistry (Anbar & Knoll, 2002). However 314 

many early studies attempting to quantify acritarch biodiversity have been criticised on 315 

taxonomic grounds, with putative protists turning out to be preserved cysts of planktonic 316 

algae (Butterfield 2005). A broad picture of the Proterozoic acritarch record is nevertheless 317 

discernible, with low taxonomic diversity through the Paleoproterozoic through to 1.3Ga, 318 

increasing morphological diversity with more complex budding patterns and unambiguously 319 

eukaryotic phenotypes from 1.3-0.63Ga, and a qualitative increase in both morphological and 320 

taxonomic diversity from 0.635 to 0.58Ga (Knoll et al, 2006, Lamb et al 2009). A caveat is 321 

that a large fraction of Proterozoic microfossils cannot be assigned to any domain with 322 

confidence (e.g. Knoll, 2012), which (coupled with the fact that the bulk of eukaryotic life is 323 

microbial (e.g. Katz, 2012)), complicates attempts to unambiguously date and/or 324 

phylogenomically resolve the divergence of eukaryotes from prokaryotes (Gribaldo et al, 325 

2010). Overall though, the microfossil record points to an extensive eukaryotic component of 326 

the biosphere by ~1Ga at the latest, perhaps with a significant non-marine component 327 

(Strother et al, 2011).  328 

Macrofossils 329 

The strongest evidence for eukaryotes during the Proterozoic comes in the form of fossils 330 

exhibiting multicellular, differentiated form (figure 2). The tube-like, coil-shaped putative 331 

algae Grypannia spiralis is amongst the oldest possible eukaryotes, dating from ~1.9Ga (Han 332 

& Runnegar, 1992), although the (relatively unlikely) possibility that this specimen was a 333 

giant bacterial colony cannot be dismissed outright. Large colonial organisms with 334 

coordinated growth patterns occur even earlier at 2.1Ga ago (Albani et al, 2010), although 335 

again an unambiguous distinction between an ancient multicellular eukaryote and a bacterial 336 

colony is difficult. At ~1.7Ga there is another ambiguous but large and potentially eukaryotic 337 
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multicellular form (Yan & Liu, 1993). Hints of the origin of a cytoskeleton are provided by 338 

Shuiyousphaeridium macroreticulatum from the Mesoproterozoic Ruyang group, China 1.6-339 

1.125Ga (Meng et al, 2005). Less ambiguous examples of eukaryotic multicellularity are 340 

found further into the Mesoproterozoic, notably Tappania at 1.43 Ga (Javaux et al, 2001), 341 

which is plausibly an example of an early fungus (Butterfield, 2005) and unequivocally 342 

exhibits some form of cytoskeleton with cellular growth processes. The oldest eukaryotic 343 

fossils that can be assigned with confidence to an extant phylum are those of the putative red 344 

alga Bangiomorpha pubescens (Butterfield, 2000) 1.26Ga, which exhibits cellular 345 

differentiation and a filamentous holdfast directly analogous to that of modern seaweed. 346 

Increased eukaryotic diversification appears to have taken place in Proterozoic oceans 347 

(Porter, 2004, Knoll et al, 2006), becoming more abundant and morphologically extensive 348 

into the Neoproterozoic and culminating in the more well-known diversification of 349 

macroscopic heterotrophs in the Ediacaran and Cambrian.  350 

Ultimately, the Paleontological debate about the timing of eukaryogenesis reduces to a 351 

discussion about what set of characters is deemed sufficient indicate that a fossil is 352 

eukaryotic. The line of reasoning concerning most of the above specimens is that 353 

multicellular differentiation of the type observed is far more likely to indicate an early 354 

eukaryote single organism than a giant bacterial colony or microbial mat. However a more 355 

skeptical position is nevertheless consistent with the fossil record as it stands. Cavalier-Smith 356 

restricts a eukaryotic designation to those fossils unequivocally exhibiting a membrane-bound 357 

nucleus, cytoskeleton and an endomembrane system, in which case the first eukaryote reverts 358 

to amoebae from ~0.76Ga (Porter & Knoll, 2000). The fact that this is a defensible position 359 

illustrates the difficulties in distinguishing a prokaryotic microfossil from a eukaryotic one. 360 

Overall however, the large size and macroscopic differentiation in Proterozoic specimens 361 

strongly suggests that eukaryotes diverged by 1.5-1.0Ga at the latest. As summarized by 362 
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Knoll et al (2006), “If eukaryotes diverged only 700-800Myr ago (Cavalier-Smith, 2002), 363 

then all putatively eukaryotic fossils and biomarkers in older rocks must be misinterpreted, 364 

and numerous mid-Proterozoic prokaryotes must have possessed attributes that were 365 

subsequently lost and re-evolved convergently by eukaryotes. If any one of these records is 366 

correctly interpreted, then eukaryotes existed in Proterozoic oceans”.       367 

Molecular clocks 368 

Attempts to apply molecular clocks to the problem of dating and discerning the nature of 369 

eukaryotic origins have been hampered by the fact that all of the usual problems with this 370 

controversial method (Graur & Martin, 2004) are particularly significant when it comes to 371 

eukaryote phylogenetics (Gribaldo et al 2010). Different rates of molecular evolution, 372 

difficulties selecting an outgroup on which to root a phylogenetic tree, and above all the need 373 

for a reliable tree topology before nodes can be dated, are so significant that the problem 374 

arguably borders on intractability with conventional phylogenetic techniques. Since they 375 

were first applied to eukaryotic origins, molecular phylogenies have tended to place the 376 

origins of major eukaryotic clades well before the appearance of the earliest fossils (Hedges, 377 

2002), despite the fact that the potential for multiple substitutions means that molecular 378 

clocks are in general inherently more likely to underestimate divergence times than 379 

overestimate them. However, quantitative uncertainties in deep molecular phylogenies border 380 

on absurdity – for example, the divergence between the major extant clades of eukaryotes is 381 

inferred to have been anywhere between 2.3Ga (Hedges et al, 2004) and 1.1Ga (Douzery et 382 

al, 2004).  383 

A “relaxed” molecular clock framework permits variable rates of sequence change along 384 

different branches of a phylogenetic tree, and in some studies a weighted random sampling 385 

process is used to choose between the set of possible tree topologies (e.g. Sanderson, 2002). 386 

Application of these methods to eukaryotic origins have produced more recent estimates for 387 
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the divergence of eukaryotic phyla, more in tune with constraints imposed by the fossils 388 

(Douzery et al, 2004), and implying that the last common ancestor of extant eukaryotes 389 

probably lived in the mid-Proterozoic 1866-1670Ma (Parfrey et al, 2011). Ultimately 390 

however, the application of molecular clocks requires robust phylogenies, creating a 391 

fundamental problem when it comes to eukaryogenesis. This is summarized by Cavalier-392 

Smith, 2009; “Averaging rates of a change in local parts of the tree allows useful 393 

interpolation between known fossil dates, but extrapolation backwards beyond fossil 394 

calibration points is extremely unreliable, providing no useful information beyond what 395 

fossils directly say, yet giving false confidence in inferences. It is scientifically unsound to use 396 

a “clock” with a tick rate unknown by a factor of 10,000”. 397 

Molecular phylogenies 398 

The eukarya and archaea are almost certainly more closely related to each other than either 399 

are to the eubacteria (Brown & Doolittle, 1997), but a seemingly unresolvable taxonomic 400 

controversy persists as to whether they are true sister groups or one belongs within the other 401 

(Gribaldo et al, 2010). Many genes and proteins involved in information transfer and 402 

processing, including RNA polymerases (Werner, 2008), transcription factors (Bell & 403 

Jackson, 2001), and the pre-replication DNA processing apparatus (Edgell & Doolittle, 404 

1997), invoke a striking homology between eukaryotes and archaea. There are even archaeal 405 

examples of what were once thought to be uniquely and definitively eukaryotic features, such 406 

as endomembrane-associated secretion pathways (Gribaldo & Brochier-Armanet, 2006), 407 

rudimentary forms of RNA processing (Dennis & Omer, 2005) and histones (Cubanova et al 408 

2005). The eukaryotic genome is, however, fundamentally a chimaera, with many eukaryotic 409 

genes exhibiting eubacterial homology, generally those encoding gene products that are 410 

active in the cytosol. As de Duve (2002) put it, “To put a complicated matter in simple terms, 411 

the eubacterial genes mostly code for ‘housekeeping’ genes, whereas the archaebacterial 412 
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genes tend to define components of the information transfer systems. Or, put in even more 413 

simplistic terms, the cytosol of the ancestral cell appears to be of eubacterial origin, its 414 

nucleus of archaebacterial origin”. This basic generalisation remains, loosely speaking, 415 

robust to phylogenomic scrutiny.  416 

The last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA) was therefore either an offshoot of archaea 417 

(the two domains scenario, in which the archaea are a paraphyletic group) or the last 418 

surviving member of a sister taxon (the three domains scenario). The use of universal genes 419 

shared by all three domains of life, including phylogenomic approaches aiming to derive a 420 

synthetic picture from multigene families, has failed to produce a reliable picture of 421 

eukaryogenesis, and perhaps may never do so (Gribaldo et al, 2010). The eukaryote genome 422 

is a fusion of archeabacterial, eubacterial (likely endosymbiont-derived) and apparently 423 

uniquely eukaryotic genes (Koonin, 2010). A crude simplification that seems largely 424 

supported by phylogenetic and cytological data was that the LECA host cell that first 425 

acquired a mitochondrial endosymbiont was taxonomically closest to an archaebacterium, but 426 

(arguably) also with an enlarged cell and some of the phagocytotic capabilities of a modern 427 

protist. In the absence of a self-evident genomic picture, it is therefore necessary to revert to a 428 

discussion about what eukaryogenesis as a process actually involved. 429 

 430 

 431 

 432 

 433 
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Ideas: What caused eukaryogenesis? 434 

Different hypotheses invoked to explain eukaryotic origins ultimately focus on (1) the nature 435 

and identity of the “key” trait, acquisition of which will on some level cause all the other 436 

eukaryotic traits to follow, and (2) the question as to whether this key trait was autogenously 437 

acquired by regular mutation, or results from a symbiotic interaction or externally imposed 438 

circumstance. Because modern eukaryotes possess a whole list of traits, this discussion can to 439 

some extent become a semantic one. But in essence, it seems that the key trait was probably 440 

either the acquisition of a mitochondrial symbiont, or of a dynamical cytoskeleton unimpeded 441 

by a cell wall capable of facilitating cellular predation by phagocytosis. A key (unresolved) 442 

question is whether the LECA could realistically have had one of these without the other. 443 

Despite the discovery of precursors to the actin cytoskeleton (van den Ent et al, 2001) and 444 

even some highly rudimentary forms of endosymbiosis (von Dohlen et al, 2001) in bacteria, 445 

both these (and other) models for eukaryogenesis suffer from a lack of obvious intermediate 446 

steps or environments that would facilitate such steps. However, this absence of intermediates 447 

may simply be a consequence of the enormous time intervals involved, and because an 448 

extremely long and exhaustive search of trait space (de Duve, 2002) left no trace of all the 449 

fatal dead ends it produced.  450 

The origin question of eukaryogenesis (i.e. of the reciprocal requirements for phagocytosis 451 

and mitochondria, before either can function effectively in eukaryotic cells), arguably ranks 452 

amongst the biggest “chicken-egg” questions in evolutionary history. The main other such 453 

chicken-egg question is how information (i.e. nucleic acid polymerisation) can be sustained 454 

without metabolism (i.e. enzyme catalysis) and vice versa (e.g. Eigen & Schuster, 1979) in 455 

order to drive the origin of life. In terms of abiogenesis and the origins of genomic 456 

complexity, the way through the impasse is thought to have been RNA “ribozymes” with 457 
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both information storage and catalytic properties (e.g. Copley et al, 2007). A related model 458 

proposes an ancestral connection between protein and nucleic acid (Dale, 2006) – which 459 

might provide a way around the problem of needing enzyme catalysis for nucleic acid 460 

template replication and template replication to produce enzymes. The key similarity between 461 

this debate and the one on eukaryogenesis is (perhaps) that there is no getting around the fact 462 

that two key properties are required (template replication/catalysis, versus mitochondrial ATP 463 

generation/phagocytotic symbiont assimilation) to explain the change of interest, two 464 

properties that need not at face value associate with each other. By analogy, perhaps both 465 

mitochondrial acquisition and phagocytosis together were critical for eukaryogenesis – and 466 

the way to make progress is to explain such an association. However this sort of reframing of 467 

the problem simply results in an explanation being needed not only for the origin of each 468 

trait, but for their conjunction, complicating the problem even further.     469 

Endosymbiosis 470 

An endosymbiont is an organism that lives inside the body of a larger organism, and theories 471 

postulating an endosymbiotic origin for definitively eukaryotic organelles have a long and 472 

controversial history that is to some degree intertwined with the politics of the authors. 473 

During the 20
th
 century biologists writing in communist Russia strongly emphasized 474 

symbiotic cooperation, but were generally ignored by anglo-american biologists who tended 475 

to adhere to the Malthusian roots of Neodarwinism, and implicitly or explicitly associated an 476 

emphasis on competition with theoretical rigour. Cells themselves are, of course, indifferent 477 

to such socio-political considerations, and the endosymbiotic ancestry of mitochondria and 478 

chloroplasts is now well accepted. An endosymbiotic origin of the nucleus and chloroplasts 479 

was originally proposed in the early 20
th

 century (Mereschowsky 1905, 1910). The 480 

endosymbiotic principle was later extended to the origin of mitochondria (Portier, 1918, 481 

Wallin, 1923). The early 20
th
 century also featured (some) acceptance of the powerful role of 482 
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symbiosis in a more general sense in the generation of phenotypic novelty (Kozo-Polyansky, 483 

1921, Wallin, 1927). The serial endosymbiotic theory in the modern sense (figure 3) was 484 

developed by Margulis (Sagan, 1967) and vigorously defended throughout the late twentieth 485 

century (e.g. Margulis, 1981, Margulis, 1996, Margulis & Sagan, 1995, Margulis et al, 2000, 486 

Margulis et al, 2005).  487 

A suite of molecular biological evidence confirms the bacterial ancestry of mitochondria and 488 

chloroplasts (reviewed in e.g. van der Giezen, 2011). Early molecular phylogenies 489 

established an alphaproteobacterial homology to mitochondrial cytochromes (Schwartz & 490 

Dahoff, 1978), mitochondrial RNA (Yang et al, 1985), nuclear-encoded mitochondrial 491 

chaperonins (Gupta et al, 1989), and a genome level homology between mitochondria and 492 

alphaproteobacteria (Muller et al, 2012). The idea that acquisition of mitochondria preceded 493 

that of chloroplasts is (arguably) implied by that fact that there are eukaryotes with 494 

mitochondria but no chloroplasts, but none the other way around. This premise is confirmed 495 

by the fact that the root of the eukaryotic tree cannot be placed within plants or algae 496 

(Andersson et al, 2005). The cellular organelles of “amitochondriate” eukaryotes, i.e. those 497 

containing hydrogenosomes or mitosomes, are directly related to mitochondria (e.g. Embley 498 

& Martin, 2006). In other words, all eukaryotes, it seems without exception, either have 499 

mitochondria or are descended from organisms that did – strongly implying that the proposed 500 

fundamental role for the mitochondria in eukaryogenesis is indeed correct. Therefore if we 501 

believe that endosymbiosis was the main trigger for the rise of eukaryotes, then our model for 502 

eukaryotic origins necessarily focuses on the acquisition of mitochondria.  503 

It was traditionally suggested that the earliest mitochondria provided protection against 504 

oxygen toxicity, for an ancestrally anaerobic host cell that found itself in unfavourable 505 

conditions following the great oxidation (figure 3, Sagan, 1967, Kurland & Anderson, 2000). 506 
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However, it has more recently been argued that it is far from clear that acquiring a proteo-507 

bacterium capable of net conversion of oxygen to water would have helped a host cell survive 508 

a toxic aerobic environment. The host cell would have needed to transport oxygen through its 509 

own cytosol for detoxification by the endosymbiont – i.e. actively intake the most dangerous 510 

substance in the external environment. Additionally, the oxygen free radicals derived from 511 

the mitochondrial electron transport chain are far more reactive and dangerous than 512 

atmospheric O2 itself.  513 

Peroxisomes may be better candidates for any symbiotic detoxification role that helped 514 

ancestrally anaerobic eukaryotes survive a dangerous ambient oxygen increase (de Duve, 515 

1982). Because peroxisomes appear to divide and “replicate” with an autonomy comparable 516 

to mitochondria and chloroplasts, coupled with the fact that they import proteins post-517 

translationally like these other organelles, an endosymbiotic model for the origin of 518 

peroxisomes gathered support (Lazarow & Fujiki, 1985, de Duve, 1995, 2002), despite the 519 

fact that all peroxisome gene products are encoded in the nucleus. However, the 520 

endosymbiotic origin of peroxisomes has more recently been called into question, and a 521 

homology between the apparatus for peroxisome assembly and that of the endoplasmic 522 

reticulum suggested as an alternative (Gabaldon, 2006, 2010). In any case, the problems 523 

posed by ingesting harmful free radicals into the cell, in order to allow detoxification inside 524 

an endosymbiont remain equally severe whether this symbiont was a mitochondrion or a 525 

peroxisome. This conceptual flaw is succinctly summarised by the statement “No one ingests 526 

an umbrella to protect themselves from the rain” (Van der Giezen & Lenton, 2012). Further, 527 

geochemists’ more recent convergence on a point of view involving an anoxic deep ocean 528 

until (at the earliest) the Proterozoic-Cambrian boundary (e.g. Lyons et al 2014) means that 529 

any “oxygen holocaust” could easily have been evaded by those early eukaryotes in slightly 530 

deeper waters, lacking direct chemical continuity with the atmosphere.    531 
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If the driving force for endosymbiosis was not oxygen, then another possibility is syntrophy – 532 

the host depended on the proto-mitochondrion for food, and eventually came to engulf it as a 533 

result. The ‘Hydrogen hypothesis’ (figure 4) proposes that an archaebacterial host cell was an 534 

anaerobic, autotrophic, methanogen, dependent on hydrogen to reduce carbon dioxide to 535 

methane. The hydrogen (and the CO2) was supplied as a waste product of anaerobic 536 

fermentation by a heterotrophic eubacterial symbiont that later gave rise to the mitochondrion 537 

(Martin & Muller, 1998). This hypothesis has the strong advantage that there is a direct 538 

selective impetus for close physical adhesion and eventual full endosymbiosis between the 539 

host and endosymbiont cell. The hydrogen hypothesis invokes specific adaptations by the 540 

methanogen to supply the bacterial symbiont with food, and a secondary transition to use of 541 

oxygen as an electron acceptor by the mitochondrion, supposedly exploiting pre-existing 542 

metabolic diversity in the symbiont, and resulting from increased contact with O2 in the 543 

host’s environment (Martin & Muller, 1998).  544 

An additional selection pressure that has been suggested to promote sustained close 545 

association between partner species in the hydrogen hypothesis is a kind of physiological 546 

exclusion of methanogens by sulphate reducing bacteria. Widespread sulphidic conditions in 547 

the ancient ocean, via the activity of sulphate reducing bacteria, were hypothesized as a 548 

mechanism to explain cessation of widespread banded iron formation (Canfield, 1998),  and 549 

suggested to have impacted upon the nitrogen cycle (Anbar & Knoll, 2002). On the basis of 550 

sulphidic conditions a competition for hydrogen has been suggested to have occurred 551 

between methanogens and the sulphide produced by sulphate reducers (Lane, 2005). Evasion 552 

of the hydrogen sink created by sulphate reduction supposedly directly selected for 553 

methanogens that internalised hydrogen-producing bacteria. Although this process may have 554 

played a part, current evidence suggests that sulphidic conditions were a relative rarity 555 

against an iron-rich anoxic backdrop across the deeper oceans (Poulton & Canfield, 2011). 556 
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Furthermore, hydrogen input from submarine volcanism was presumably still siginificant, 557 

and what sulphide was produced would have been removed as pyrite (Canfield, 1998), rather 558 

than acting as a hydrogen sink. There remains an argument that no matter how strong the 559 

selection pressures for physical association between partners in this sort ecological 560 

interaction, there is still a fundamental difference between two prokaryotic cells in close 561 

proximity to each other, and endosymbiosis of one cell by another (de Duve, 2002).  562 

More controversial than the symbiotic origins of mitochondria and chloroplasts is the 563 

proposed homology between centrioles (which facilitate eukaryotic cell division in animals, 564 

plants and fungi), the undulipodia “tails” that allow movement of protists, and free-living 565 

spirochaete bacteria. A chimeric origin of an amitochondriate eukaryotic cell was suggested 566 

to be the result of symbiosis between an archaebacterium (similar to Thermoplasma, and 567 

producing hydrogen sulphide by the heterotrophic use of elemental sulphur as an electron 568 

acceptor), and a spirochaete bacterium (a chemo-organo heterotroph that oxidised the 569 

sulphide back to elemental sulphur and also produced fermentation by products of use to the 570 

Thermoplasma host (Margulis et al, 2000)). In this scenario the nucleus supposedly results in 571 

part from genome fusion after the spirochaete attaches to the protist. Supporting arguments 572 

are that extant spirochaetes do seem to reversibly “dock” with protist cells and promote their 573 

motility, that spirochaetes, undulipodia, and centrioles all share a “9(2)+2” structure 574 

(Margulis & Sagan, 1995), and from the discovery of sulphide oxidising spirochaetes 575 

(Dubinina et al, 2011) supposedly invoking a link to sulphidic ocean conditions. However 576 

there is no phylogenomic evidence for the spirochaete hypothesis, no evidence for any 577 

homology between spirochaete proteins and tubulin (Munson et al, 1993), and no model for 578 

any non-fatal intermediate step that would permit spirochaetes to lose their membranes 579 

(Cavalier-Smith, 2009).  580 
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Phagotrophy and the cytoskeleton: The Neomuran revolution 581 

A central question is whether any prokaryotic host cell can plausibly have had the capacity 582 

for permanent and stable endosymbiosis of another prokaryote. Within endosymbiotic 583 

theories it is implicitly assumed that this capacity to endocytose a smaller external cell was 584 

already present in the ancestor of the host cell, and that the central innovation that gave way 585 

to eukaryotes was the symbiotic interaction itself. Although precursors to the eukaryotic 586 

cytoskeleton have been found in bacteria (van den Ent et al, 2001, Vats et al, 2009) and 587 

archaea (Bernander et al, 2011), there is nothing approaching eukaryotic phagocytosis. There 588 

are only two examples of endosymbionts inside bacteria (Wujek, 1979, von Dohlen et al, 589 

2001). Indeed, one of the examples of prokaryote endosymbionts (von Dohlen et al, 2001) 590 

actually involves a host cell that is itself and endosymbiont (within an insect), thus is 591 

arguably not representative of ancient proto-eukaryotic ecology. A further question is that of 592 

how any bacterium could acquire an endosymbiont whilst retaining a rigid peptidoglycan 593 

outer cell wall.  594 

Cavalier-Smith has defended the premise that it was loss of this rigid outer cell wall and the 595 

acquisition of phagotrophy that was central to eukaryotic origins (figure 5). The “Neomuran 596 

revolution” model maps out a detailed sequence by which other definitively eukaryotic 597 

features were subsequently acquired (Cavalier-Smith, 2014). The ancestral ‘Neomuran’ cell 598 

evolved from a member of the group posibacteria (taxonomically, eubacteria = posibacteria + 599 

negibacteria, see figure 5), which are distinguished from other bacteria by their possession of 600 

only a single bounding membrane (Cavalier-Smith 1987, 2009). Loss of the murein cell wall 601 

left the cell vulnerable to fluctuation in water potential, and to disruption in the cell division 602 

cycle. Membrane-less “L-form” protoplasts of negibacteria are potential experimental 603 

analogues to this primitive neomuran, and murein loss can be induced by treatment with 604 

penicillin (Dominguez-Cuevas et al, 2012). These protoplasts survive without bursting in 605 
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osmotically protected environments, and some give rise to populations that eventually 606 

replicate stably, but an initial consequence of cell wall loss is physical and genetic instability. 607 

Phagocytotic internalisation of DNA in primitive endomembranes and evolution of mitosis 608 

rescued these ancient L-form-like mutants from the problems of division without physical 609 

stabilisation from a cell wall (Cavalier-Smith, 2014).   610 

Cell wall loss permitted the evolution of predatory phagocytosis and endocyotosis. 611 

Phagocytosis necessarily goes hand in hand with exocytosis in order to conserve cell 612 

membrane volume, and some membrane failed to refuse with the cell surface, becoming the 613 

first endomembranes. Some such endomembranes ended up containing DNA or otherwise 614 

interfering with the ancestral, bacterial cell division process. The recovery from such 615 

interference was supposedly achieved by the evolution of an ordered cytoskeletal system by 616 

mutation from existing, internal precursors related to those present in the neomuran’s 617 

bacterial ancestors. Specifically, all of this goes hand in hand with evolution of (1) a 618 

cytoskeleton (composed of formin associated actin filaments), (2) Cytoskeleton-associated 619 

ATPases that act as “molecular motors” providing the energy for polymerisation of the 620 

cytoskeletal filaments and (3) endomembrane organelles such as the ER and lysozymes. 621 

These changes, combined with modified DNA supercoiling, changes in cell surface 622 

composition, and various other iterative steps towards the first mitotic cell division cycle 623 

occurred, prior to the acquisition of the mitochondrial symbiont (Cavalier-Smith, 2009, 624 

2014).  625 

The benefits of acquiring a movable, ordered cytoskeleton with which cell contents can be 626 

controlled are indisputable, and wall-less “L-form” bacteria are commonplace, suggesting 627 

that the primitive phagocyte could progressively evolve from a bacterial ancestral state. But it 628 

also seems reasonable that cell wall loss and the above sequences in endomembrane 629 

development would be deleterious. The amitochondriate “neomuran” also appears inherently 630 
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transient and unstable -  the first eukaryote was a “large, facultatively aerobic heterotrophic 631 

cell with a huge secretome of hundreds of proteins (actinobacteria have 800) including 632 

numerous digestive enzymes.....Thus the first neomuran had an unstable phenotype unable to 633 

compete effectively with standard mesophilic bacteria” (Cavalier-Smith, 2009). Further open 634 

questions are how a system of phagocytosis and exocytosis could provide any selective 635 

advantage until there was already a tightly controlled system of vesicle budding and internal 636 

motility within the cytoskeleton, and how such an energetically expensive system would 637 

evolve without the capacity to control the destination of cellular vesicles.  638 

The most controversial element of Cavalier-Smith’s theory of eukaryotic origins is the 639 

timing. Eukaryotes and archaea (archaebacteria) are purportedly sister taxa, both derived 640 

from eubacteria. This would explain the basic similarity in information-processing machinery 641 

between eukaryotes and archaea, combined with the fact that eukaryotes also have 642 

eubacteria-like genes – in that eukaryotes inherited both from the common neomuran 643 

ancestor that they and archaea share with eubacteria (figure 5). As discussed above, if 644 

eukaryotic designation is restricted to those fossils exhibiting both a membrane-bound 645 

nucleus and unequivocal evidence of an endomembrane system and cytoskeleton, then the 646 

first eukaryotes may be as recent as 760Ma (Porter & Knoll, 2000). From a paleontological 647 

perspective this would require widespread misdiagnosis of numerous different specimens by 648 

independent researchers, and forms of Proterozoic prokaryotic colonialism unlike anything 649 

seen today (e.g. Knoll et al, 2006, see above). However it nonetheless seems entirely 650 

reasonable to demand fossils with unequivocal membrane-bound nuclei before we speak 651 

about ancient eukaryotes. A late “Neomuran” revolution entails a late origin of archaea, and 652 

therefore of methanogenesis (which appears to be confined to this taxon).  Late origin of this 653 

process is something few geochemists would accept, given strong evidence for 654 

methanogenesis in the early Archaean (Grassineau et al, 2001, Ueno et al, 2006). 655 
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Methanogenesis may have been crucial to compensate for faint young sun, although the 656 

debate on this matter continues (e.g. Rosing et al, 2010). A methane greenhouse could 657 

hypothetically have been produced by an unknown extinct species of methanogen or an 658 

unknown abiotic source, in which case the ad hoc nature of this supposition would need to be 659 

weighed up against the perceived importance of finding nuclei in the fossils.  660 

The chimeric nature of eukaryote genomes could (arguably) be attributed to lateral gene 661 

transfer after symbiosis, and the timing of any “neomuran revolution” may raise climatic 662 

questions. But the core of the Neomuran hypothesis is the emphasis on phagotrophy as the 663 

central driving force for eukaryogenesis (Cavalier-Smith, 2014). Symbiotic models implicitly 664 

assume that one prokaryote subsuming another is a natural extension of ecological 665 

interactions between bacteria, whereas the neomuran model explicitly invokes mechanistic 666 

prerequisites for it (an energy intensive cytoskeleton and an endomembrane system) and 667 

provides a direct selection pressure (phagocytotic predation). The key outstanding question 668 

would therefore seem to be that of whether these properties can be sustained without the 669 

energetic benefits of mitochondria. 670 

Viral Eukaryogenesis and primal eukaryogenesis   671 

More recent hypotheses explicitly focus on the communal nature of the problem of 672 

eukaryogenesis – i.e. the need to explain not just one trait, but a suite of traits and their 673 

coherent coupling, from the ancestral state of a much less complex ancestor. Though 674 

provocative, their conclusions tend to be inconsistent with the phylogenomic tie between 675 

eukaryotes and archaea. The viral eukaryogenesis hypothesis (Bell, 2001, 2004, 2009), 676 

proposes that the nucleus originated as a complex DNA virus, within a consortium composed 677 

of an archaebacterial cytoplasm and a bacterial mitochondrion. Nucleo-cytoplasmic DNA 678 

viruses, such as the poxviruses, possess the capacity for mRNA capping and tandem DNA 679 

repeats at their telomeres (Bell, 2009). Thus either these viruses evolved secondarily as 680 
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parasites to eukaryotes, or the reason they possess traits so deeply engrained into eukaryotes 681 

is that they were present at eukaryogenesis. Bell argues the latter on the grounds of the 682 

consistency between various features of viral cytology and of the eukaryotic cell. The origin 683 

of meiosis and the eukaryotic sexual cycle is attributed to the lysogenic cycle of the viral 684 

ancestor of the nucleus, initiated as a means for the virus to replicate and then spread to 685 

neighbouring cells. Eukaryotic sex supposedly evolved as a self-incompatibility mechanism 686 

to prevent infection of the same cell by related virions, as exists in some bacterial plasmids 687 

capable of triggering cellular conjugation (Novick, 1987).  The membranes of the 688 

endoplasmic reticulum are proposed to be derived from the process by which the viral capsid 689 

forms by infolding of the host’s plasma membrane, and the membrane bound capsid is 690 

suggested to be the ancestor of the nuclear envelope.  691 

The homology between the lysogenic cycle of a virus and some form of primitive meiotic 692 

division, and in particular the mRNA capping process, are noteworthy in providing a clear 693 

impetus (replication of the virus) for such an ordered, irreducible process. But the idea still 694 

requires an actively controlled cytoskeleton that will obey the genetic instructions issued to it 695 

by the virus, giving a catch-22 situation. Also puzzling is how a virus could evolve such 696 

complex control mechanisms without being continuously in an environment very close to a 697 

pre-existing eukaryotic cell with a cytoskeleton. It seems a tangible possibility that double 698 

stranded DNA viruses may turn out to be descended from eukaryotes rather than the other 699 

way around. 700 

The communal theme is elaborated upon and its full implications explored in the “primal 701 

eukaryogenesis” model (Egel, 2012). This model postulates an inherently complex, 702 

compartmentalised, coenocytic (multinucleate cytoplasm) entity at the root of all life – from 703 

which the last eukaryotic common ancestor, and the direct ancestors of both eubacteria and 704 

archaea descend. Egel argues that the basic features of eukaryotic organisation more closely 705 
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resemble a communal organisation than any prokaryotic cell, and suggests a relatively long 706 

period of precellular evolution (following an origin of life scenario linked to photo-active 707 

metal zinc and/or manganese sulphide in sedimentary pore spaces). Evidence cited in support 708 

of the primal eukaryogenesis scenario includes phylogenetic studies suggesting that the last 709 

common ancestor of all life had a eukaryote-like proteome (Wang et al, 2007, Wang & 710 

Caetano-Anolles, 2009) and three different membrane folding systems (Makarova et al, 711 

2010), both of which (Egel contends) have been lost by reductive evolution in archaea. The 712 

actual divergence of the last eukaryotic common ancestor (in the conventional sense) from 713 

the ancestral communal system is delayed until the Proterozoic in this model. Intriguingly, 714 

Egel hypothesizes this divergence was triggered by an evolutionary “constriction point” 715 

associated with the Paleoproterozoic glaciations (Kirschvink et al, 2000), and implicit in the 716 

molecular phylogeny of ribosomal proteins (Vishwanath et al, 2004), which (somehow) 717 

eukaryotic cell design was preferentially able to survive (Egel, 2012). 718 

The primal eukaryogenesis scenario lacks a convincing explanation as to (1) why the fossil 719 

record indicates prokaryotes are so much older than eukaryotes, (2) why the postulated 720 

amitochondriate eukaryote, having “escaped” from the communal syncitium through the 721 

acquisition of cellular autonomy, should then acquire symbionts with metabolic capabilities 722 

that were presumably present in this ancestral syncitium in the first place, and (3) why 723 

virtually all phylogenomic data point to prokaryotes being ancestral to eukaryotes. Primal 724 

eukaryogenesis is arguably most useful in its conjectures about the root of the tree of life, 725 

rather than the details of how the amitochondriate eukaryote came to acquire endosymbiotic 726 

bacteria after both taxa had diverged from that root. 727 

 Mitochondria, “co-location for redox regulation” and the bio-energetics of eukaryotic 728 

complexity  729 

Other research emphasizes a fundamental difference between ATP generation through 730 
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chemiosmotic coupling across the internal membranes of multiple mitochondria, and that 731 

across an external cell membrane  – and suggests a link between this distinction and the 732 

attainment of large cell size, large genome size, and ultimately complex multicellularity. 733 

Recall how electrons released during glycolysis in the cytosol are passed, via intermediates 734 

produced in the Krebs cycle within the mitochondrial matrix, to electron carrier proteins in 735 

the mitochondrial membrane. These electrons are passed along the electron transport chain 736 

within the inner mitochondrial membrane, and the energy released during each stage is 737 

coupled to the expulsion of a proton across this membrane, into the perimitochondrial space 738 

(between the inner and outer membranes). Flow of protons back the other way, down the 739 

resultant proton concentration gradient through the ATPase complex, provides the energy to 740 

make ATP from ADP and inorganic phosphate. This ATP can then be used by the cell for 741 

energy consuming tasks.  742 

Generating ATP using trans-membrane proton gradients and potentially highly reactive 743 

electron carrier proteins in this way is a biochemically hazardous activity. When cellular 744 

energy demands are comparatively low, ATP will be broken down much less, and there is the 745 

potential for all the cell’s ADP and phosphate to be used up (converted to ATP). This means 746 

that protons cannot flow through ATPase, and the proton gradient across the inner 747 

mitochondrial membrane cannot be dissipated. This in turn means that the electron transport 748 

chain cannot continue to pump protons across the membrane, because protons cannot be 749 

pumped against the electrochemical gradient. Importantly, this has the effect that the 750 

electrons associated with the electron-transport chain carrier proteins have nowhere to go. 751 

These electron carriers are highly reactive, and if it is not possible for them to become 752 

oxidised coupled to proton transport, they will pass their electrons on to something else 753 

instead, leading to potentially lethal free radical damage within the cell. An equivalent 754 

argument holds if there are not enough electrons entering the mitochondria (say if the cell is 755 
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starving), or if the production of electron carriers is not sustained in an appropriate 756 

equilibrium between supply of electrons and demand for ATP synthesis. The key point is that 757 

when the mitochondrial electron transport chain is not functioning smoothly (species passing 758 

electrons to each other down the chain, generating a proton gradient and producing ATP) its 759 

components become highly reactive – and it switches from being the cell’s “powerhouse” to a 760 

hazardous collection of potentially damaging redox intermediates. 761 

Allen (1993) argued that evasion of this hazard was the essential reason that mitochondria 762 

had retained some of their own DNA. Most mitochondrial genes have been transferred to the 763 

nucleus, where there are transcribed, translated, and exported back to the organelles. This has 764 

obviously been the result of a selection process, in which transfer to the nucleus aligns the 765 

fitness interests of host and organelle genomes – if mitochondria are dependent on the host 766 

cell genome for replication there is no possibility of reversion to a parasitic state. In this 767 

sense, it is at face value puzzling why the mitochondrial genome has not been completely 768 

transferred to the nucleus. The answer appears to be that the rate of transcription and 769 

translation of a certain core subset of genes involved in the mitochondrial electron transport 770 

chains (and the thylakoid membranes of chloroplasts) needs to respond dynamically to the 771 

redox potential across these energetic membranes. This is so that there are enough electron 772 

carriers available to meet cellular energy demands, but not so many that reactive electron 773 

carrier abundance exceeds the capacity for cellular ATP synthesis (and leads to damage in the 774 

cell). The mechanisms responsible for regulation of a (highly conserved) core set of genes are 775 

derived from bacterial mechanisms for redox sensitive expression control (Allen, 1993, 776 

2003), which cannot realistically be delegated to the nucleus. If (say) cytochrome oxidase 777 

was transcribed in the nucleus, translated, processed, and targeted to a single specific 778 

mitochondria where it was in deficit, this would (1) take time for the signal to pass between 779 

organelle and genome and (2) require a specific targeting system by which the nucleus could 780 
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differentiate between individual  mitochondria. Such a system does not exist (mitochondria 781 

replicate autonomously, and the nucleus cannot “tell” the difference between individual 782 

mitochondria), and even if it did, the delay time such signal transfer would involve would 783 

leave the cell exposed to hazardous free radical damage. That this “co-location (of genes with 784 

gene products) for redox regulation” hypothesis is the correct reason for retention of genes in 785 

mitochondria is consistent with the highly conserved nature of the genes involved, and the 786 

fact that non-electron conducting organelles like hydrogenosomes have undergone complete 787 

genome loss (Allen, 1993, 2003). 788 

Lane (Lane, 2005, Lane & Martin, 2010, Lane, 2011) argues that this issue has fundamental 789 

implications for the attainment of large cell size, large genome size, and ultimately complex 790 

multicellularity in eukaryotes. For every “definitive” example of complex eukaryotic cell 791 

design a minor prokaryotic “inroad” can be found, but prokaryotes lack the accumulation of 792 

all such traits at once and the tendency to evolve larger size and increased morphological 793 

complexity. Prokaryotes and eukaryotes have a similar mean metabolic rate per gram, but 794 

because eukaryotic cells are larger, the metabolic rate per cell (thus per unit of selection) is 795 

much greater in eukaryotes. A protist has ~5000 times more free energy available per unit 796 

time per cell than an average bacterium. Both prokaryotes and eukaryotes often have a 797 

similar metabolic power per Mb of DNA, but prokaryotic genome size seems to be 798 

constrained to ~10Mb whereas eukaryotic genomes appear to be free to expand to up to 799 

100,000Mb (Lane, 2011). The energetic cost of protein synthesis is proposed as the factor 800 

limiting prokaryotic genome size, accounting for ~75% of the total energy budget (Harold, 801 

1986). As a result (Lane & Martin, 2010) “there is a linear relationship between the number 802 

of genes and the energetic cost, a cost that is made tangible by ribosome numbers. E.coli, for 803 

example, has up to 13,000 ribosomes, compared with 13 million on the rough ER alone in a 804 

liver cell”.  Crucially, this additional capacity for protein synthesis and ATP generation 805 
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causes eukaryotes to have an additional 1000-5000 times more free energy per gene than 806 

prokaryotes (Figure 6). The key argument is that this simply could not be achieved in a 807 

situation where the bioenergetic membrane is also the boundary with the outside world, as is 808 

the case in prokaryotes.  809 

If a bacterial cell increased its linear dimensions 25 fold, (thus its volume 15,000 fold, 810 

equivalent to becoming the same size as a eukaryote), then in order to maintain constant 811 

bioenergetics it would need to increase its ATP generation in proportion to the increase in 812 

surface area, 625 fold (Lane, 2011). However, increased cell volume necessitates increased 813 

protein synthesis, which in bacteria relies on respiratory proteins in the plasma membrane 814 

(which is disproportionately metabolically active in prokaryotes) at very high concentrations, 815 

in turn requiring increased transcription and gene copy number. One possible way of 816 

becoming larger and maintaining ATP production per unit surface area would be to massively 817 

increase gene copy number, and preferentially locate the genome(s) near the plasma 818 

membrane where the transcribed/translated gene products are needed. Some giant bacteria 819 

have gone down this road, but it seems to create logistical problems with cell division that 820 

caps the maximal size (Erikson, 2007). An alternative for such a hypothetical giant bacterium 821 

would be to allow ATP production per unit area of the plasma membrane to fall, but to make 822 

more of the cell interior metabolically active, perhaps through ATP generation across an 823 

internal membrane system. But Lane argues that maintaining a metabolically active inner 824 

volume (getting proteins to the right place, ensuring ATPases etc were co-located with an 825 

appropriate proton gradient, etc), would require further increases in protein synthesis, over 826 

and above that necessary to achieve large cell size. Rates of transcription and translation 827 

could not be scaled up 15,000 fold (in proportion to the volume increase needed) without 828 

further increases in genome copy number. Maintenance of extra genome copies would 829 

require yet more protein synthesis and ATP generation, in a vicious cycle that represents an 830 
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“energy canyon” in which prokaryotes have remained trapped. Based on observed rates of 831 

ATP generation, and equalising for gene number, if a prokaryote instantly increased its cell 832 

volume to match that of a eukaryote, and (somewhat miraculously) managed to maintain its 833 

existing metabolic activity per unit area of the plasma membrane, it would have 115,000 834 

times less free energy per gene than a eukaryote with mitochondria (Lane, 2011). It would 835 

then need to start generating ATP in its interior by increasing genome copy number and 836 

protein synthesis – at an energetic cost. Calculations on representative species support this 837 

idea (Figure 6). 838 

Numerous mitochondrial genomes, stripped down to the bones of what is needed for ATP 839 

synthesis may well be the root cause of these apparent differences in free energy availability. 840 

Futile redox cycling and free radical damage is prevented and it is easier for the cell to exert 841 

spatio-temporal control on ATP generation by ensuring that the appropriate proteins are 842 

physically associated with a proton gradient when that proton gradient is mobile and 843 

autonomous, rather than across the entire cell membrane. Minimisation of genomic 844 

redundancy, whereby some mitochondrial functions that overlap with those of the host and 845 

are lost and substituted for by ancestrally nuclear genes, is also suggested as a means by 846 

which the cell could save energy. I.e. aside from any effect of genome size, the genomic 847 

asymmetry between a highly streamlined organelle genome and a larger nuclear one gives 848 

multi-bacterial power whilst removing bioenergetic constraints on the external cell membrane 849 

and minimising energetic overheads (Lane & Martin, 2010, Lane, 2011). Even a hypothetical 850 

giant bacterium with an internal membrane system across which it created a proton gradient, 851 

would still need certain key genes to be located and transcribed near this gradient to achieve 852 

colocation for redox regulation – in effect, it would need to build a mitochondrion. If large 853 

cell size, a cytoskeleton, cellular compartmentalisation, and other prerequisites for complex 854 

multicellularity, are only realistically achievable by harnessing the multibacterial power of 855 
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streamlined mitochondrial genomes, then prokaryotes have never attained the kind of 856 

complex form because, without mitochondria, they have become stuck in this “energetic 857 

canyon”. 858 

But what processes caused the change from a transient symbiosis (such as the starting point 859 

of the hydrogen hypothesis) to an obligate, reproductively coupled endosymbiosis? If the 860 

answer is syntrophy (as in the hydrogen hypothesis, or competition for hydrogen with 861 

sulphate reducers), what caused subsequent genetic exchanged between the partner species? 862 

If the answer is merely “time and adaptive dynamics”, why did eukaryotes only evolve once? 863 

And is there any logical reason why it seems to only have happened during the Proterozoic?  864 

Bottlenecks? 865 

Perhaps the difficulty of the above step is the reason eukaryogenesis only happened once. 866 

Alternatively, perhaps at the time of eukaryotic origins there were numerous clades with a 867 

developing cytoskeleton, eubacterial endosymbionts and the beginning of cellular predation – 868 

and monophyly of existing eukaryotes is a consequence of some environmental bottleneck of 869 

which they are the only lineage to survive. Christian de Duve (2002) argued that “fateful 870 

encounter” models, including the hydrogen hypothesis, are inadequate to explain this jump 871 

between a symbiosis and a true endosymbiosis. He noted that most eukaryotic cytosol 872 

biochemistry does not require oxygen (he suggested that oxygenations and hydroxylations 873 

may be derived additions), and oxygen metabolism is largely confined to specific organelles 874 

(i.e. mitochondria and peroxisomes). We this in mind he invoked a long anaerobic phase in 875 

eukaryotic ancestry, during which many variants on the theme of Cavalier-Smiths 876 

amitochondriate, phagocytotic, protist “host” cell existed. In this model, the reason no 877 

amitochondriate eukaryotes are left is that they did not survive extreme environmental 878 

changes connected to the rise of atmospheric oxygen. Mitochondria might even have 879 
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originated as an association between two kinds of bacteria, largely as suggested within the 880 

hydrogen hypothesis, the only difference being that this all occurred inside a protist host 881 

(some cockroaches contain a parasitic protest in their hind guts, within which the required 882 

association between hydrogenosomes and endosymbiotic methanogenic bacteria is observed). 883 

Phagocytosis itself is suggested as originating in connection with cellular expansion 884 

associated (again in agreement with Cavalier-Smith) with the loss of a rigid cell wall. 885 

Protoplasts, expanded microbial cells resulting from loss of the external wall, do seem to 886 

display invaginations reminiscent of phagocytosis.  887 

The essence of the matter is whether one is willing to accept that such phagocytotic, 888 

predatory cells can exist without mitochondria, and attribute the complete absence of any 889 

surviving amitochondriate eukaryotes to an environmental bottleneck – survival of which 890 

presumably made symbiont acquisition indispensable. For such a bottleneck to be oxygen-891 

driven seems problematic in light of the abundant anoxic niches that would have persisted in 892 

the deeper oxygens (e.g. Lyons et al, 2014). More generally, changes in environmental 893 

circumstances, no matter how extreme, do not tend to drive whole physiological functional 894 

types extinct (e.g. Lane, 2005). Methanogens and anoxygenic photosynthesizers may have 895 

been displaced by cyanobacteria during the great oxidation, but they are still persisting fine in 896 

anaerobic localities. Then again, eukaryogenesis was an exceptional event, so perhaps normal 897 

“ecophysiological” rules do not apply.   898 

 899 

Summary and a hypothesis  900 

1) Eukaryotic cells are larger and more complex than those of prokaryotes. Eukaryotes are 901 

defined by the possession of a membrane bound nucleus, and described by the simultaneous 902 
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possession of a set of other characters (table 1), a combination never present in developed 903 

form in prokaryotes. The origin of the eukaryotic nucleus is uncertain, but the eukaryotic 904 

genome contains clear contributions from archaea and eubacteria, as well as unique genes. 905 

This information, combined with the hydrogen hypothesis (below) leads to the inference that 906 

the last eukaryotic common ancestor (LECA) was something like an enlarged 907 

archaebacterium. This invokes a combination of genome fusion and endosymbiosis in 908 

eukaryotic origins. 909 

2) Fossils show probable (but technically not definitive) eukaryotic form from about 1.9Ga 910 

onwards, with younger specimens being assigned to eukaryotes with increasing confidence 911 

for the next billion years, before eukaryotic fossils ~0.76Ga appear which are accepted by 912 

even the most conservative researcher. Biomarkers for the sterols in eukaryotic cell 913 

membranes have been proposed to be present as far back as 2.7Ga, but these are not 914 

irrefutably eukaryotic and may be the result of contamination. More ambiguous possible 915 

eukaryotes fossils date back to 2.1Ga but cannot be unequivocally distinguished from a 916 

prokaryotic colony.  917 

3) Because eukaryotes contain bacterial endosymbionts, because the first prokaryotic fossils 918 

are much older than those of the first eukaryotes, and because absolutely all extant eukaryotes 919 

either possess mitochondria or are descended from organisms that did, it seems virtually 920 

certain that eukaryotes are descended from prokaryotes, not the other way around. The 921 

capacity for relatively ordered phagocytosis may be central to permanently acquiring an 922 

endosymbiont. The building blocks of the eukaryotic cytoskeleton are present in some 923 

prokaryotes. But it may not be possible to power the large, complex eukaryotic cytoskeleton 924 

apparatus needed for ordered phagocytosis without having mitochondria in the first place. 925 
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4) The relative importance of endosymbiosis and phagocytosis as drivers of eukaryogenesis is 926 

(arguably) a persistent chicken-egg question. Endosymbiotic models focus on homology 927 

between eukaryotic organelles and free-living prokaryotes, and attribute eukaryogenesis to 928 

the synergistic benefit each partner derives from the other. One of the best accepted examples 929 

is Muller & Martin’s hydrogen hypothesis for the origin of mitochondria - in which the host 930 

was a hydrogen-dependent archaebacterium that used carbon dioxide and hydrogen to make 931 

methane and energy, and the mitochondria was ancestrally a facultatively anaerobic 932 

eubacterium that produced carbon dioxide and hydrogen as respiratory by products. The case 933 

is strong for the mutual benefits of close association, but numerous gene exchange events are 934 

necessary to make the symbiosis permanent – and drive the later switch to aerobic 935 

respiration. Autogenous models focus on phagotrophy and predation (i.e. as prerequisites for 936 

getting endosymbionts), and tend emphasize the importance of a trait becoming hard-wired in 937 

the hereditary system before it can undergo evolution by natural selection, and are not 938 

mutually exclusive with endosymbiotic models. 939 

5) There is a fundamental difference between ATP generation across the membranes of 940 

multiple, specialised organelles and that across the external cell membrane. A conserved core 941 

of electron carriers proteins need to be transcribed and translated close to their site of activity 942 

to maintain a balance between electron supply and ATP synthesis, necessary to prevent 943 

damaging free radical build up. This “co-location for redox regulation” is probably why 944 

mitochondria retain some of their original DNA, and difficulty achieving this regulation 945 

without costly genome duplication appears to limit the maximum size of bacterial cells. 946 

Colocation for redox regulation, combined with transfer of all other genes to the nucleus and 947 

genome streamlining to minimise redundancy, may be a prerequisite for genome expansion, 948 

large cell size, and ultimately eukaryotic complexity. This premise is supported by recent 949 
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calculations showing how eukaryotes have over 1000 times more free energy per gene than 950 

prokaryotes.  951 

6) A link has been suggested between the prevalence of anoxic sulphidic conditions in the 952 

Proterozoic oceans and the fact that some relevant symbiotic interactions are based on 953 

sulphide. Similarly, an atmospheric oxygen link was traditionally invoked as a driver for 954 

acquisition of aerobic mitochondrial respiration. Other things being equal, increasing 955 

environmental abundance of a given chemical might be expected to stabilise a symbiotic 956 

interaction built around that chemical. Similarly, heterogeneity over time and space in terms 957 

of the redox composition of the Proterozoic ocean might have increased the diversity of 958 

syntrophic/symbiotic interactions sampled by the biosphere as a whole. However, these sort 959 

of “permissive environment” scenarios are insufficient to explain the selection pressures 960 

leading to endosymbiosis and genome fusion. 961 

In conclusion, I suggest that models for eukaryogenesis require:  962 

A) That a transient ecological (syntrophic) interaction eventually becomes a permanent, 963 

heritable endosymbiosis. Two species (the mitochondrion and the host) with separate 964 

evolutionary histories and “interests” in terms of natural selection become forced together in 965 

the same space for a prolonged period of time.  966 

B) A period of relaxed selection, in which a transient/unstable symbiotic interaction or 967 

intermediate step is not eliminated by selection, and has sufficient generations to become 968 

physiologically coherent by mediation of conflicts between its constituents, so as to 969 

subsequently act as a single unit of selection. 970 

I further suggest, following on from related ideas by Kirschvink (2001), Viswanath et al 971 

(2004) and Egel (2012), that: 972 
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The sort of environments most conducive to these requirements were the subdivided refugia, 973 

at the edge of habitability, that were produced by the Paleoproterozoic global-scale 974 

glaciations.  975 

Small populations with negligible dispersal and low productivity caused survival, not 976 

fecundity, to dominate fitness. This selected for mutually beneficial host/symbiont genomic 977 

combinations, rather than mutually exploitative ones – because the benefit gained by 978 

exploitative strategies was negligible in comparison to a more well mixed, productive 979 

environment.  980 

In a nutshell, during global-scale glacial events, restricted dispersal selects for mutualism 981 

rather than parasitism, and long intervals of weak competition allows mutations to 982 

accumulate in both genomes that are only advantageous later in combination (figure 7). 983 

Glacial diamictites have been observed with equatorial paleolatitudes from 2.4Ga (Evans et 984 

al, 1997, Kirschvink et al, 2000), frequently in associated with red beds (suggesting a rise in 985 

oxygen) and evaporites (suggesting a genuine glaciomarine basis). The cause of the 986 

glaciations is unknown but may have been associated with the massive oxidation of 987 

greenhouse methane following the rise of oxygen in the atmosphere (Kopp et al, 2005), or a 988 

decline in methane production due to a crisis in Ni cofactor availability (Konhauser et al, 989 

2009). Quantitative constraints on the spread of any global scale glaciation are difficult to 990 

attain this far back into deep time, but it is a reasonable statement that the low latitude 991 

glaciations observed during the Paleoproterozoic (e.g. Strand, 2012), are the only glacial 992 

events other than the Neoproterozoic snowball earths (Kirschvink, 1992, Hoffman & Schrag, 993 

2002) to have been global in scale and near equatorial in progression. In a global scale 994 

glaciation habitability would be confined to rare refugia (e.g. those with a geothermal heat 995 

source).  996 
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I suggest therefore that syntrophic interactions, which might form and break down in a 997 

facultative manner during the course of “normal” ecology, were prolonged over an 998 

exceptionally long number of generations by restricted dispersal, and the removal of any 999 

fitness benefit to autonomous reproduction. This was a prerequisite for fusion of the genetic 1000 

material so host and symbiont became a single unit of selection. Without the prolonged 1001 

alignment of fitness interests driven by low productivity and negligible dispersal between 1002 

hosts, the symbiosis would have remained a facultative ecological one (figure 7). 1003 

Endosymbiotic events involving irreversible transfer of genetic material are rare, despite the 1004 

ubiquity of symbiotic ecological interactions in nature. Perhaps this is because they require 1005 

environmental contexts that force systems with separate evolutionary histories and 1006 

physiological capabilities together in the same space to promote their coevolution, not just to 1007 

select for a specific metabolic capability. In a refugia environment the restriction on dispersal 1008 

would make fecundity a smaller component of fitness relative to survival, and the sampling 1009 

effect of refugia formation would mean that some selectively inferior genotypes were not 1010 

exposed to the full range of possible competitors and were thus able to remain in the gene 1011 

pool. Separate species/physiologies would be forced together in a confined space, for 1012 

(climatic) reasons uncorrelated with the evolutionary history of those species and the 1013 

selection pressures to which they have been subject. This restricted dispersal might persist 1014 

long enough for an inherently rare event (like the acquisition of mitochondria) to occur, and 1015 

the relaxed selection might facilitate the necessary conflict mediation (e.g. Blackstone, 2013). 1016 

Some genetic evidence suggests the occurrence of extreme population bottlenecks around the 1017 

early Proterozoic (Viswanath et al, 2004), and the potential for a eukaryotic cooperative to 1018 

have increased preadaptation to survive such harsh conditions has been suggested previously 1019 

(Egel, 2012). Eubacterial cell membranes function better at lower temperatures than those of 1020 

archaea, suggesting that a temperature decrease may have been involved in the divergence of 1021 
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the former from the latter (de Duve, 1995). Perhaps the same argument may even hold for the 1022 

possibility of eukaryote origins as a subsequent eubacteria/archaea fusion event (Zillig et al, 1023 

1989).  1024 

Proto-mitochondria in the early stages of eukaryotic evolution might have possessed the 1025 

capacity to induce fusion between host cells (this may be involved in the roots of sexual 1026 

reproduction, see Lane, 2005). This kind of fusion is not necessarily beneficial to the host 1027 

genome, so that the interaction reduces to parasitism. In less productive, isolated refugia in 1028 

which neighbouring host cells were rare, symbiont populations with these more destructive 1029 

tendencies (i.e. those disposed to induce cell fusion under all circumstances) would drive 1030 

themselves extinct because there would be a scarcity of new host cells to move to (Figure 7). 1031 

Furthermore, inability of two symbiotic partners to “escape” from one another by refugia 1032 

effect of glaciations, those symbioses that became mutually exploitative or damaging broke 1033 

down and lead to the death of both participants. In other words, absolute restriction on 1034 

dispersal caused by global glaciation on some level necessitated the evolution of mutualism 1035 

between mitochondrial and host genomes.  1036 

More concretely, say a symbiosis along the lines of the hydrogen hypothesis happened. The 1037 

host cell needs to acquire transport protein genes from the symbiont to supply it with food. 1038 

Reproduction needs to become coupled so the host cell can obtain hydrogen (and later ATP) 1039 

from (potentially multiple) endosymbionts, sufficiently to compensate for any energetic 1040 

expenditure incurred on supplying them with food. Eventually various other genetic 1041 

exchanges are necessary (Martin & Muller, 1998). This will not happen in one step, the 1042 

interaction will be facultative at first, sometimes host cells expressing gene products 1043 

beneficial to the symbiont will derive no benefit from doing so and be eliminated by 1044 

selection. Some genetic exhanges will be damaging or neutral, and will be lost by selection or 1045 

drift before they function effectively, etc. The symbiosis will not work until a combination of 1046 
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mutually beneficial host and symbiont genotype arises and replicates together in an ordered 1047 

way. This is a prerequisite for stripping down of the symbiont genome, progressive transfer to 1048 

the host genome of anything not essential for symbiont bioenergetics, as discussed above. 1049 

Only after the coupled replication is achieved can “multibacterial power” be harnessed, or 1050 

predatory phagocytosis realistically be adaptive.   1051 

All these things take time, and require co-evolving, mutually beneficial host and symbiont 1052 

genotypes to remain in spatial proximity with each other preferentially (and preferentially 1053 

avoid exploitative genotypes in the partner species). I suggest that in a global glaciation a 1054 

random assortment of host/symbiont genotypes occurred by the sampling process of dividing 1055 

the biosphere into tiny, isolated refugia populations. Absence of any real dispersal between 1056 

such populations removed any selection pressure for prolific replication (say by parasitic 1057 

symbiont populations that subsequently killed the host cell). In rare refugia the right 1058 

combination between host and symbiont genotypes occurred, and the step to obligate, 1059 

coupled reproduction was made. After that, the symbiont genome could be further transferred 1060 

to the host, and a clonal, internalised population of symbionts exploited energetically, by 1061 

something starting to approach a protist.  1062 

The extremes of temperature and water potential automatically made pockets of habitability 1063 

rare, creating these refugia and the founder effects associated with them. If eukaryogenesis 1064 

necessarily passed through an unstable intermediate stage requiring an osmotically protected 1065 

environment (for example as is needed in the Neomuran model after cell wall loss), perhaps 1066 

such niches were created near geothermal heat sources during prolonged freezing conditions.  1067 

Perhaps (local or global) cycles of glaciation and deglaciation repeated this sampling process 1068 

over geologic timescales. (There is some empirical evidence linking founder effects to co-1069 

operation in bacteria (Brockhurst, 2007), and I have argued that a similar kind of process 1070 

caused the evolution of an obligate single cell bottleneck, necessary for germline-soma 1071 
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segregation and animal form – triggered by the Neoproterozoic glaciations (Boyle et al, 1072 

2007)). A novel “bottleneck and flush” mode of evolution has also been postulated in relation 1073 

to these later glaciations (Hoffman & Schrag, 2002), which may therefore have a parallel in 1074 

earlier Earth history. If this all sounds dangerously close to a near miraculous “just so story” 1075 

in comparison to contemporary ecology, perhaps this is why eukaryogenesis only seems to 1076 

have happened once.  1077 

Despite its qualitative and (admittedly) speculative nature, the hypothesis I suggest in 1078 

conclusion here has a clear testable prediction: Unequivocal eukaryotic microfossils, with 1079 

mitochondrial symbionts, will (if preservable) be found in the paleo and mesoproterozoic, but 1080 

none will be found earlier than the ~2.3-2.2 Ga paleoproterozoic glaciations. Conceivably 1081 

therefore, the macroscopic colonial specimens observed at 2.1Ga (Albani et al, 2010), if 1082 

multicellular eukaryotes rather than bacterial colonies, would be fully consistent with this 1083 

timeframe. Even if this idea does not turn out to be correct, the fact that a wide range of 1084 

independent evidence points to the most significant change in cell organisation in 1085 

evolutionary history having happened in the early/mid Proterozoic, highlights the 1086 

fundamental biogeochemical importance of this intriguing era of deep time. 1087 
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 1499 

 1500 

 1501 

Figure 1. Comparison of prokaryotic and eukaryotic cytological features 1502 

Top left cartoon shows typical features of a typical bacterial cell (cell wall and plasma 1503 

membrane, DNA in a nucleoid and plasmids, flagellum) compared with typical animal (top 1504 

right) and plant (bottom left) eukaryotic cells. While defined by their membrane bound 1505 

nucleus, eukaryotic cells also have many other features that distinguish them from 1506 

prokaryotes, including mitochondria (and chloroplasts and plastids in plants and algae 1507 

respectively), a complex endomembrane system that enables control of transcription and 1508 

translation in time and space, comprising a rough endoplasmic reticulum associated with 1509 
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ribosomes (i.e. protein production) and a smooth endoplasmic reticulum associated with the 1510 

production of glycoprotein. Lysosomes facilitate breakdown of bodies ingested by 1511 

phagocytosis. Eukaryotic cells are also much larger than those of prokaryotes (bottom right, 1512 

scale comparison).  1513 

(Images modified modified from Marianna Ruiz Villareal, 2008, reproduced under Wikipedia 1514 

creative commons license, and from Alberts et al, 1989.) 1515 

Property Prokaryotes Eukaryotes 

Cell Size Small, 1-10µM Large, usually 10-100µM 

Nucleus Absent Present 

Internal membrane system Absent Endoplasmic reticulum (rough ER 

with ribosomes, smooth ER 

without), golgi apparatus 

DNA 

 

Single circular chromosome. 

Minimal secondary structure in 

eubacteria, presence of histones in 

some archaea 

Multiple linear chromosomes 

contained in nucleus, enclosed by 

nuclear membrane and containing 

nucleolus, associated with 

chromatin and histones 

Cytoskeleton 

 

Absent Dynamic, composed of actin 

filaments (in animal cells), tubulin 

microtubules and intermediate 

filaments. Spatio-temporal control 

at energetic cost via activity of 

small GTPases 

Organelles 

 

Absent Mitochondria in all eukaryotes 

(sometimes present in derived state 

as hydrogenosomes or mitosomes 

in anaerobic eukaryotes), 
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chloroplasts in plants, 

photosynthetic plastids in algae 

Metabolism 

 

Diverse Mostly aerobic (probably the 

ancestral state from which 

anaerobic eukaryotes are derived) 

Cell wall 

 

peptidoglycan in eubacteria, varied 

in archaea 

 

Absent in animal, absent or 

composed of silica, protein and 

cellulose in protists, cellulose in 

plants, chitin in fungi 

Genetic recombination 

 

Facultative lateral gene transfer of 

plasmids, normally containing 

physiologically coordinated 

functional groups 

Sexual reproduction including 

meiotic division involving 

reduction of ploidy 

Cell division Binary fission Mitosis 

 

Flagella 

 

Rotating 

Undulating cilia (internalised as 

centrioles in cases) 

 

Respiration 

 

ATP synthesis using proton 

gradient across cell membrane 

 

ATP synthesis in mitochondria 

using proton gradient between 

cytosol and mitochondrial matrix 

Environmental range 

 

Wide range of environmental 

tolerance, including archaeal 

extremophiles. Wide pressure, 

temperature, chemical and water 

potential tolerance range 

More restricted, some 

extremophilic dessication and 

temperature tolerance in fungal 

spores  

Table 1. Summary of Key differences between prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Mayr, 1516 

2001) 1517 

(Table originally from Mayr, E. 2001, “What evolution is”, Basic Books, modified by Lenton, 1518 

T.M. & Watson, A.J. 2011. “Revolutions that made the Earth”, Oxford University Press). 1519 
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 1521 

 1522 

 1523 

Figure 2. Mesoproterozoic fossils exhibiting probable eukaryotic 1524 

multicellular differentiation (images from Knoll et al, 2006) 1525 

A. Tappania plana (Yin, 1997), earliest specimen 1.492Ga (Javaux et al, 2001), although the 1526 

above specimen is from the Neoproterozoic, argued to be a probable fungus with a complex 1527 

cytoskeleton (Butterfield, 2005). B. Bangiomorpha pubescens, earliest specimen 1.267Ga, a 1528 

probable red alga (Butterfield, 2000). C. Eosaccharomyces ramosus, 1.005Ga, of unknown 1529 

taxonomic affinity but morphologically similar to aggregating slime moulds (Herman, 1990). 1530 

D. Satka favosa 1.492 Ga (Jankauskas et al, 1989, Javaux et al, 2001, 2003), a sphaeroidal 1531 

specimen of unknown affinity with interlocking rectangular panels on its exterior.  1532 
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E. Gryppania spiralis (Walter et al, 1976, 1990), earliest specimen 1.85Ga (Han & Runnegar, 1533 

1992), a coiled organism of unknown affinity but widely regarded as eukaryotic (Knoll et al, 1534 

2006). F. Segmentothallus asparus 1.005Ga, an unassigned large unseriate filament (Herman, 1535 

1990, Rainbird et al, 1998). 1536 

(Image modified from Knoll, A.H., Javaux, E.J. Hewitt, D., & Cohen, P. 2006. “Eukaryotic 1537 

organisms in proterozoic oceans.” Philos. Trans. R. Soc. Lon. B Biol. Sci. 361. 1023-1038. 1538 

Copyright owned by The Royal Society, reproduced under creative commons license.) 1539 

 1540 
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 1541 

Figure 3.  A possible sequence of events during the endosymbiotic origin of 1542 

mitochondria and chloroplasts 1543 

A prokaryotic (probably archaeal) cell loses its external membrane and expands in size 1544 

leading to invaginations in the external cell membrane folding inwards and becoming 1545 

internalised in the cell, in a process that is the precursor to phagocytosis by existing 1546 
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eukaryotic cells. These internalised membranes become the precursors of the endoplasmic 1547 

reticulum and cellular compartments including the nuclear membrane. Predation, syntrophy 1548 

or parasitism leads to the phagocytosis of an alphaproteobacterium that is the ancestor of 1549 

existing mitochondria. Then later, in the ancestors of plants and algae, endosymbiosis of a 1550 

cyanobacterium gives rise to the ancestor of chloroplasts. Note that the above scheme shows 1551 

a “conventional” scenario in which the selection pressure for the acquisition of mitochondria 1552 

was via its capacity to utilise oxygen as an electron acceptor. The validity of this oxygen-1553 

centric scenario for acquiring a bacterial symbiont is now questioned by researchers in the 1554 

field (see text), many of whom favour the hydrogen hypothesis (see figure 4).  1555 

(Image modified from Campbell, N.E., Reece, J.B., Ury, L.A., Cain, M.L., Wasserman, S.A., 1556 

Minorsky, P.V. & Jackson, R.B. Biology, 8
th
 ed. Pearson Benjamin Cummings. Reproduced 1557 

under Wikipediat creative commons license) 1558 

 1559 

 1560 
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 1561 

Figure 4. The hydrogen Hypothesis for the origin of mitochondria (Martin & Muller, 1562 

1998). 1563 

In contrast to the archaeal ancestry of the eukaryotic genetic apparatus and other nuclear 1564 

genes, additional data suggests that the apparatus for the anaerobic fermentations, by which 1565 

amitochondriate eukaryotes respire, are also derived from eubacteria not archaea. This 1566 

observation, combined with phylogenetic data showing that (a) amitochondriate eukaryotes 1567 

are descended from organisms that did have mitochondria, and (b) that the hydrogenosomes 1568 

of some anaerobic eukaryotes share a common ancestor with mitochondria, lead Martin and 1569 

Muller to infer that the fundamental components of eukaryotic energy metabolism were 1570 

derived from a eubacterium capable of generating ATP in either aerobic or anaerobic 1571 
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conditions. They then hypothesized that 1) The ancestor of the eukaryotic host cell was an 1572 

anaerobic autotrophic, hydrogen-dependent methanogen (which reduced carbon dioxide to 1573 

methane CO2+4H2 >>CH4+2H2O to generate an electrochemical gradient and thus ATP), and 1574 

2) The ancestor of the mitochondrion was an anaerobic, heterotrophic, hydrogen-producing 1575 

eubacterium, (that was capable of both aerobic and anaerobic respiration and produced 1576 

hydrogen and CO2 as byproducts of the latter process). The step from the close syntrophy to 1577 

endosymbiosis requires that an invagination in the membrane of the methanogen comes to 1578 

enclose the hydrogen-producing bacterium and transfer from symbiont to host of genes for 1579 

transporting organics into the eubacteria cell. Subsequent steps towards a modern aerobic 1580 

eukaryote are transfer to the host genome of the respiratory apparatus, and replacement of 1581 

archaebacteria membrane lipids with eubacterial ones, various other gene exchanges/losses 1582 

give rise to amitochondriate or hydrogenosome-bearing eukaryotes. 1583 

(Image simplified from Martin, W.M. & Muller, M. 1998. “The hydrogen hypothesis for the 1584 

first eukaryote.” Nature 392, 37-41. Copyright Nature publishing group, reproduced under 1585 

creative commons license.)       1586 
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 1589 

 1590 
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 1591 

Figure 5. Schematic of the early history of life and relationships between major cell 1592 

types, incorporating the “Neomuran revolution” and a phagotrophy driven origin of 1593 

eukaryotes (Cavalier-Smith, 2014) 1594 

In this model, eubacteria (divided into Posibacteria and Negibacteria) are ancestral to 1595 

eukaryotes and archaebacteria/archaea, which are sister taxa (as opposed to eukaryotes being 1596 

derived from archaebacteria) that diverged from eubacteria as a consequence of loss of a 1597 

murein cell wall. This neomuran taxon, common ancestor of eukaryotes and 1598 

archaea/archaebacteria, diverged into two distinct life history strategies to evade competition 1599 
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with eubacteria – hyperthermophily in archaeabacteria and phagotrophy in eukaryotes. The 1600 

eukaryotic strategy required a complex and energetically demanding cytoskeleton, an 1601 

endomembrane system, and comparatively large cell size. Note that these definitively 1602 

eukaryotic features are the cause of eukaryogenesis, rather than acquisition of mitochondrial 1603 

symbionts, which happens later (and for which phagocytosis might arguably be a 1604 

prerequisite). This core emphasis on phagocytosis distinguishes the neomuran revolution 1605 

model from models more focused on symbiotic interactions.  1606 

(Image modified from Cavalier-Smith, T, 2014. “The Neomuran revolution and Phagotrophic 1607 

origin of eukaryotes and cilia in the light of intracellular coevolution and a revised tree of 1608 

life”. Cold Spring. Harb. Perspec. Biol. Doi 10.1101./cshperspect/a016006.  1609 

Copyright Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory press) 1610 
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 1620 

Figure 6. Bioenergetic comparisons between prokaryotes and eukaryotes (Lane, 2011) 1621 

The calculations by Lane (2011) recently identified a striking difference between prokaryotes 1622 

and eukaryotes. (a) (top left) Mean free energy available per gene in prokaryotes on 1623 

average(a, red) and eukaryotes on average (b, blue), normalising for differences in genome 1624 

size. (b) (top right) as in graph (a) but normalising for differences in both genome size and 1625 

cell volume.(c) (Bottom left) Metabolic power per haploid genome (i.e. free energy available 1626 

per gene per unit time, multiplied by size of haploid genome), for different species of 1627 

prokaryote (a-c, red) and eukaryote (d-e, blue). Representative species corresponding to the 1628 

labels on the X axis are: a. E.Coli, b. Thiomargarita, c. Epulopiscium, d. Chlamydomonas, e. 1629 

Amoeba proteus (the last two are eukaryotes).(d) Proportion of total genome required over 1630 

and above that necessary to control cytoplasm (blue) versus proportion of genome “free to 1631 
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evolve”, i.e. supplementary to requirement to govern cytoplasm(red), in an example 1632 

prokaryote Epulopiscium (a, left) and a eukaryote Amoeba proteus (b, right). Note log scale. 1633 

See Lane 2011 for further details.  1634 

(Image simplified from Lane, N. 2011. “Energetics and genetics across the Prokaryote-1635 

Eukaryote divide.” Biology Direct 6. 35. Copyright Springer, reproduced under creative 1636 

commons license.) 1637 
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 1652 

Figure 7. – Hypothetical impact of population of ‘bottleneck and flush’ refugia on 1653 

adaptive trade offs needed for eukaryogenesis 1654 

Cartoons illustrating the suggestion that restricted dispersal and relaxed competition, in 1655 

marginal refugia linked to global-scale glaciation, was conducive to certain steps in 1656 

eukaryotic evolution being achieved. Shapes represent some form of syntrophic interaction 1657 

by which mitochondria were acquired, loosely based around the hydrogen hypothesis. Larger 1658 

squares show the host cell, smaller circles the symbiont. Left hand side represents a well-1659 

mixed, non refugia scenario, right hand side  a glacial refugia scenario.  1660 

(A) Say the symbiont has the capacity to cause the host cell to fuse with a neighbouring host, 1661 

or lyse the host cell entirely, in a manner akin to the spread of a parasite – something that 1662 

may be damaging for the host genome but promote the spread of the symbiont genome. Say 1663 

there is genetic variation in the bacteria-symbiont population for this disposition to induce 1664 
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fusion/lysis. In a well-mixed scenario, symbiont populations that trigger such fusion events 1665 

will more easily spread between different hosts, and dominate the population. In a more 1666 

subdivided population they will not (and may drive themselves extinct if the interaction with 1667 

the host becomes essential to their survival).  1668 

 1669 

(B) Say the viability of the syntrophy is dependent on the host cell expressing a transporter 1670 

that will ensure the internalised symbiont has access to nutrients/reduced organic carbon, etc. 1671 

Say this transporter is energetically demanding to express, and there is genetic variation in 1672 

the disposition to expressing it within the host population. In a well-mixed scenario (left), a 1673 

host cell that internalises symbionts, extracts some benefit (e.g. hydrogen) from them but 1674 

expresses no transporter, such that the symbiont population dies, will easily encounter 1675 

another symbiont in its immediate environment  - and will outcompete a host cell that does 1676 

express the transporter. This will prevent coevolution between host and symbiont genotypes. 1677 

In the refugia scenario (right), the host genotype that does not express the transporter is more 1678 

likely to run out of new symbionts in its immediate vicinity, and the one that does may have a 1679 
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selective advantage because the benefit of having a symbiont (e.g. hydrogen) will be 1680 

sustained over a longer time period. 1681 

 1682 

(C) Say certain eukaryotic features require sequential steps of uninterrupted, reciprocal co-1683 

evolution between specific host and symbiont genotypes in order to become established and 1684 

be stable in the face of selection, i.e. some traits that are only competitively advantageous 1685 

when they are fully co-ordinated, requiring multiple (potentially costly) mutations in 1686 

combination, in both partner species. (Examples might be transfer of symbiont genes to the 1687 

host genome in conjunction with a protein tagging and targeting system to get the gene 1688 

product back to the symbiont, compartmentalisation controlling symbiont position, host cell 1689 

enlargement in conjunction with clonal multiplication of a larger symbiont population, an 1690 

energetically demanding cytoskeleton etc). For such traits to evolve in combination, the right 1691 

host genotype and the right symbiont genotype need to encounter each other consistently, 1692 

otherwise the ancestral state of two separate but interacting species will persist. If there is an 1693 
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immediate fitness penalty to such traits, a period of isolation in which competition is relaxed 1694 

may favour the right mutations reaching fixation, and the symbiosis becoming a single, 1695 

coherent unit of selection. 1696 

 1697 
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 1705 

Glossary of Biological terms for physical scientists 1706 

 Actin-Globular protein polymerised into actin filaments in the eukaryotic 1707 

cytoskeleton. Most important in animal cells, though plant and yeast homologs exist. 1708 

 Amino acid-Organic molecules with amine and carboxylic acid function groups that 1709 

form the building blocks from which proteins are composed. 1710 
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 Ancestral-Character state that came first in time, before the derived state. (E.g. free 1711 

living was the ancestral state for some bacteria, the derived state being 1712 

endosymbiotic).  1713 

 Archaea/Archaebacteria-Domain or kingdom of prokaryotes phylogenetically 1714 

independent from Eubacteria, best known for the extremophilic species that they 1715 

include. 1716 

 Chromatin-Complex combination of DNA and protein that makes up the physical 1717 

structure of eukaryotic DNA and undergoes coiling and uncoiling during the 1718 

regulation of gene expression. 1719 

 Cytoskeleton-cellular scaffolding system within the cytoplasm of eukaryotes 1720 

providing physical support to the cell. Composed of various cytoskeletal filaments, 1721 

including actin filaments and tubulin microtubules. 1722 

 Endoplasmic reticulum-Eukaryotic endomembrane involved in protein synthesis 1723 

and glycosylation. 1724 

 Eubacteria/Bacteria-Domain of life including a wide range of microorganisms, 1725 

normally with a rigid outer cell wall and DNA on a single circular chromosome. 1726 

 Eukaryote (domain Eukarya) – Organism whose cells contain DNA arranged on 1727 

chromosomes within a membrane-bound nucleus. 1728 

 Exon-Coding DNA sequence that corresponds directly to an amino acid sequence in 1729 

the protein to which that gene corresponds. 1730 

 Gene-DNA sequence corresponding to the sequence of a biologically active protein. 1731 

(Note the gene concept used here is the one from molecular biology, not the 1732 

evolutionary/population genetics gene concept of “fitness difference-maker”). 1733 

 Golgi apparatus-Eukaryotic endomembrane involved in protein secretion. 1734 
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 Histone-Alkaline proteins that package DNA in eukaryotic cells. 1735 

 Hydrogenosome-Organelle found in some anaerobic eukaryotes, involved in ATP 1736 

synthesis. Derived from mitochondria. 1737 

 Intron-“non-coding” sequence in DNA that does not code for a specific amino acid 1738 

sequence, acting as spacer regions involved in the preparation of messenger RNA for 1739 

protein synthesis. Evolutionary origin complex and uncertain. 1740 

 Lysosome-Eukaryotic organelles containing hydrolase enzymes involved in the 1741 

breakdown of cellular debris. 1742 

 Mitochondria-Membrane bound organelle found in eukaryotic cells and responsible 1743 

for ATP synthesis. Descended from bacterial endosymbionts 1744 

 Mitosomes-Organelle found in some single-celled eukaryotic organisms. Derived 1745 

from mitochondria. 1746 

 Monophyletic group-Taxonomic group consisting of an ancestral species and all its 1747 

descendents. 1748 

 Natural selection-Differential survival and reproduction of entities (units of 1749 

selection) based on heritable (i.e. genetic) variation in their characteristics. 1750 

 Nucleoid-Irregularly shaped region containing the circular chromosome of bacteria 1751 

 Nucleolus – Non-membrane-bound structure found inside the nucleus of eukaryotic 1752 

cells, involved in the assembly of ribosomal RNA. 1753 

 Nucleus-Membrane-bound organelle found in eukaryotic cells containing the genetic 1754 

material. 1755 

 Paraphyletic group-Taxonomic group that does not contain all the descendents of 1756 

the last common ancestor that defines it. 1757 
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 Peptidoglycan/Murein-Polymer of sugars and amino acids forming a mesh like 1758 

structure in eubacterial cell walls. 1759 

 Plasmid-Small DNA molecule separate from the main chromosome of bacteria cells. 1760 

Transmitted and exchanged during lateral gene transfer. 1761 

 Polyphyletic group-Taxonomic grouping of species that do not all share a common 1762 

ancestor. 1763 

 Polysacharide-Long carbohydrate polymer, respiratory energy source. 1764 

 Prokaryote- Organisms lacking a membrane-bound nucleus. 1765 

 Protista-Diverse, paraphyletic group of eukaryotic microorganisms, any eukaryote 1766 

that is neither a plant, animal or fungus. 1767 

 RNA-Ribonucleic acid, polymer chemically homologous and with sequence 1768 

corresponding to DNA, involved in coding, protein synthesis and the regulation of 1769 

gene expression. 1770 

 Ribosome-Structurally complex body of RNA that links messenger RNA sequences 1771 

to corresponding amino acid sequences during protein synthesis. 1772 

 Transcription – The copying of a DNA sequence into a ‘messenger’ RNA sequence 1773 

prior to protein synthesis 1774 

 Translation-The copying of a messenger RNA sequence into an amino acid sequence 1775 

during protein synthesis 1776 

 Tubulin-Globular protein polymerised into microtubules in the eukaryotic 1777 

cytoskeleton. 1778 

 Unit of selection-Any biological entity subject to natural selection (gene, organism, 1779 

group etc). 1780 


